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Finding Inspiration during a Challenging Year
As we all anticipate a new year and new decade, there are a number people and ideas that have inspired us in
2009, and will no doubt continue to do so in the years ahead. This issue of The Internationalist salutes both
our 2009 Internationalists of the Year — the brand champions who are instrumental in making campaigns work
around the world and the winners of The Internationalist Awards for Innovative Digital Marketing Solutions.
Our nine Internationalists illustrate that their insights, risk-taking and hard work are inspiring examples of
industry leadership, especially during a challenging economy. Outstanding work is achieved today through a
dedication to a spirit of innovation. Yet, our Internationalists also tell us that passion is also a key determining
factor in creating success.
Interestingly, as the industry becomes more complex through technology, measurement and changing
consumer desires, digital solutions have become a rally cry for today’s marketer. Our feature on Innovative
Digital Solutions showcases some of the best examples of campaign from around the world that is making a
difference — in terms of creative interaction, brand identity and results. You’ll enjoy pouring over these case
study examples; we certainly did!
So now on the world calendar, we approach the Lunar New Year… and Year of the Tiger sounds like a robust way
to begin a new decade. Best wishes for an inspiring year!

Deb Malone, Publisher

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
LITIGATION // ENTERTAINMENT // CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
NEW MEDIA // LICENSING COPYRIGHT
REGISTRATION TRADEMARK

ERIC VAUGHN-FLAM ESQ.
OF SANDERS|ORTOLI|VAUGHN-FLAM|ROSENSTADT LLP
501 Madison Avenue, 14th floor, New York, NY 10022-5616
tel: +1-212-588-0022

fax: +1-212-826-9307

11 EDITIONS
ONE GLOBAL BRAND

NEWSWEEK offers 11 editions in 190 countries reaching 18 million readers.
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A Decade of Difference

I

Interbrand, the global consultancy that looks at brands as valuable business assets, reveals the difference a decade can
make. In a quick comparison, it’s easy to see that American automaker Ford and other US financial players no longer
appear on the current Top 20 list. Certainly the addition of BMW and Louis Vuitton point to the significance that luxury
products now play in today’s global brand assessments. Samsung is the first Korean brand to be among this elite
roster. It also comes as no surprise that both Google and Apple have made the 2009 list.

For more information, go to http://www.interbrand.com for their interactive chart and more extensive rankings and
actual brand valuations.

2009

2000
1 CocaCola
2 Microsoft
3 IBM
4 Intel
5 Nokia
6 GE
7 Ford
8 Disney
9 McDonald’s
1o AT&T
Interbrand
Ranking of
World’s Top
Valued
Brands 2000
vs 2009
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11 Marlboro
12 Mercendes Benz
13 Hewlett Packard
14 Cisco
15 Toyota
16 Citi
17 Gilette
18 Sony
19 American Express
20 Honda

USA
USA
USA
USA
Finland
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Germany
USA
USA
Japan
USA
USA
Japan
USA
Japan

1 CocaCola
2 IBM
3 Microsoft
4 GE
5 Nokia
6 McDonald’s
7 Google
8 Toyota
9 Intel
1o Disney
11 Hewlett Packard
12 Mercendes Benz
13 Gilette
14 Cisco
15 BMW
16 Louis Vuitton
17 Marlboro
18 Honda
19 Samsung
20 Apple

USA
USA
USA
USA
Finland
USA
USA
Japan
USA
USA
USA
Germany
USA
USA
Germany
France
USA
Japan
Korea
USA
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Accenture
Proves that
Big Can Be
Nimble.
Accenture, well known for its advertising tagline — “High
Performance. Delivered.”-— has proved itself true to its
slogan with an amazingly fast turnaround of a new global
marketing effort in the wake of the Tiger Woods scandal.
The company has already begun to roll out the
campaign worldwide —just in time for such key events as
the late January World Economic Forumand the February Accenture Match Play Golf Championship. The creative features a range of animals,
frogs, fish and chameleons, rather than a single spokesperson.
One execution cleverly depicts a surfing elephant with tagline, “Who says you can’t be big and nimble?” Another captures a frog mid-flight with
tagline, “Play quantum leapfrog.” The challenge of any global company is to find images thatwill resonate appropriately across cultures. And it
looks like Accenture has gotten it right with just one short month of round-the-clock work.
Accenture, once known as Andersen Consulting, is among the world’s largest independent consulting, technology and outsourcing
companies. It targets senior business executives throughout the globe, and is immediately recognizable by travelers worldwide witha strong
airport presence.
In fact, poster advertising at 69 airports in 28 countries will be changed, while the new campaign will also appear on TV, in print and online.
Accenture has announced that it will spend between $40 million and $50 million to promote this new advertising.

World Travel & Tourism Council to
promote Importance of the Travel Sector
Few people may realize that Travel & Tourism is one of the world’s largest industries — if not the world’s biggest service industry and greatest provider of
jobs. The sector employs about 220 million people around the globe and generates 9.4% of world GDP.
The World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) is working to broaden that awareness with a $5 million marketing investment. As the forum for business
leaders among the world’s foremost Travel & Tourism companies, the WTTC has created an exclusive partnership with CNBC, National Geographic
Channel and Sky News for the next three years.
The agreement calls for the channels to provide commercial airtime, online marketing and direct engagement in a global campaign to help promote
awareness of the economic and social importance of the Travel & Tourism industry worldwide
CNBC will target its audience of CEOs, senior business leaders and government officials to underscore the Travel & Tourism industry’s contribution to
the global economy and WTTC’s Global Travel & Tourism Summit, taking place in Beijing (25-27 May).
National Geographic Channel will provide commercial airtime to promote the Global Summit and WTTC’s Tourism for Tomorrow Awards, profiling
vignettes of the winners to its viewers around the world. Ads will also air on Sky News in Europe and be streamed online on National Geographic
Channel websites and on its Travel & Tourism portal.
Jean-Claude Baumgarten, President and CEO of WTTC, said, “The combined reach of these channels enables us to raise awareness of Travel &
Tourism’s contribution to national economies around the world. They'll provide year-round exposure for WTTC and highly targeted marketing campaigns
to their own audiences, which will drive discussion and debate to raise awareness of the importance of Travel & Tourism as one of the world’s largest
industries.”
For more information on the WTTC and other data and perspectives on the worldwide travel industry, go to: www.wttc.org.
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UM Reports on How Brands Can Benefit from
The Entertainment Conversation
Among the latest insights from
Universal McCann’s
Trendmarker series is a look at
how consumer conversation
about entertainment contributes
to the success of movies, books,
games and music. Insights
include changes that are making
entertainment more social,
reasons why consumers are
talking more, tools to help a
brand power conversation. We
thought that their Nine Steps to
a Successful Conversation —
highlighted here — offered
valuable advice to all marketers.
For more information on these
insights, go to:
http://www.universalmccann.com/
global/knowledge

Nine steps to a successful conversation
Monitor the chatter: Tools such as Radion6 or Twitter searches allow brands to
assess the feedback from fans and others as they follow your production process in
minute detail from moment a project becomes publicknowledge to the moment of
release and beyond.

Mine your data: Find the joins between different parts of your portfolio – can you
target parts of your product range to other segments of your existing fan base.
Amazon may have more data but big entertainment conglomerates should be able to
cross-market to some degree.

Ditch the short term: Abandon traditional two-week or four-week lead-ins beloved
of the entertainment business. It may be hard with a relentless programme
of new launches but the conversation needs to start much earlier.

Consider your corporate brands: Do you as a company stand for something that
consumers will want to talk about? Is it just about the products or do you have
something to say at a higher level?

Use the whole space: Don’t just stop at Facebook or MySpace. You need to consider
the whole social media space and the segmentation within it.

Create ownable assets: Entertainment brands need to provide tools and add-ons

“”

As soon as people heard
about Michael Jackson’s
death, they turned to the
web.

that consumers can alter and play around with before taking them away to their
networks and friends.

Reward your fans: Entertainment brands have more positive content to give away
than any other sector, be it demos of new games coming up, free downloads of live
tracks or first reads of new novels. Rewards encourage consumers to stay interested in
your brands.

Know what works: As with any media schedule you need to monitor and assess the
performance of each element of the social media landscape.

Keep on talking: A conversation where one party doesn’t talk is unlikely to be very
interesting. Consumers will go off and chatter among themselves if you don’t
take part. It’s better to be part of the conversation.

8
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Translating Green
Successfully
Green. The word now is simple shorthand for environmental-consciousness, but also evokes the
complex consumer emotions marketers face when handling these issues. (Not long ago, green may
have had a more immediate association with money — at least in the US given the color of the
dollar, as well as with envy, with inexperience and with feeling a bit nauseous.) Today green has a
singular association as we gauge our carbon footprints.

G

Textappeal, the London-based marketing translation, or
“transcreation” company, as they prefer to be known, tapped into
“the meaning of green” around the world. They asked their global
network of local partners, “What brands and what ads in your
country make you care about green?”

According to Elliot Polak, Founder and CEO of Textappeal, “Out of
the hundreds of ‘green’ examples we sifted through, the vast majority
are bland, boring and bad. That is not my opinion. It’s the consensus
of 100 local experts in 60 countries. The good news: after much
searching, we unearthed 20 rare gems that do seem to produce an
effect.”

Green Marketing Index

To understand the importance of green marketing in
individual countries, Text Appeal raised two key questions:
1. Should corporations be environmentally responsible in each
country?
2. How important is a green benefit in making an actual
consumer purchase decision?
Of course, a majority want corporations to be good ecocitizens. This has led many brands to invest significant ad
budgets behind sustainability claims.
However, the index for the corollary purchase decision
question demonstrated that green marketing rarely drives
people to buy a company’s products… unless the ideas are
new, engaging and authentic.

The report shows some examples of advertising from around
the world that change perceptions and build positive feelings
for green initiatives.

Four Key Shades of Green
Green Marketing Across Cultures shows that the best ads fall
into one of four categories:
I. Clean Up
II. Be Good
III. Be Healthy
IV. Save Money
The Internationalist will highlight a few of the most inspiring
examples here by category.

www.internationalistmagazine.com 11
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APPLE

RWE

I. CLEAN UP
AUDI

This category is often associated with clean air and less carbon emissions, a used
by most by Western energy compa nies and car manufacturers.
Germany: RWE
German energy giant RWE links the benefit and reassurance of size with the
ability to provide a cleaner future. The creative work features a friendly cartoon
giant planting windmills.
France: Audi
In France, Audi uses striking visual imagery in its print advertising in order to
propose a car free day.
USA: Apple
While many brands advertise their clean credentials, few go as far as Apple from
the USA to provide specific and easy to understand information at every stage of
the sup ply chain. Ikea from Sweden is another brand that has pioneered this
approach in its catalogues for customers.

II. BE GOOD
CITY OF STOCKHOLM

Encourage your customers to feel good about themselves. From guilt al leviation
to pride, the type of "feel good" reward varies highly according to local cultures
and values.
Sweden: City of Stockholm
The city of Stockholm turns being good for the environment into good fun.
“Piano Stairs” get 66 percent more people off the escalator. “The World’s Deepest
Bin” dou bles rubbish collection by making a cartoonish glissando sound as
objects fall inside. The “Bottle Bank Arcade” turns bottle disposal into a game.

Brazil: WWF
Brazil distinguishes itself with a sometimes political take on preservation of
nature. One extreme example is the infamous WWF (World Wildlife Fund) print
ad that compares the human toll of natural disasters to 911. The campaign quickly
spread to other countries via the internet, provoking global outrage.

WWF
THE FOLLOWING MARKETS WERE REVIEWED:
A U S T R A L I A B R A Z I L C A N A D A C H I N A P R C C H I N A H K C R O AT I A C Z E C H D E N M A R K E S T O N I A F I N L A N D F R A N C E G E R M A N Y
G R E E C E H U N G A R Y I C E L A N D I N D I A I N D O N E S I A I TA LY J A P A N K E N YA K O R E A L AT V I A L I T H U A N I A M A C E D O N I A
M A L AY S I A M E X I C O N I G E R I A N E T H E R L A N D S N O R W AY P A K I S TA N P O R T U G A L R O M A N I A R U S S I A S I N G A P O R E
S L O VA K I A S L O V E N I A S O U T H A F R I C A S P A I N S W E D E N TA I W A N T H A I L A N D T U R K E Y U A E U K U S
VENEZUELA VIETNAM
12
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MENG NIU DIARY

Highlight how your product protects your customers’ well-being in a polluted
environment. Particularly prevalent in China and Brazil, where industrial
damage to nature such as water contamination and deforesta tion have wellpublicized negative effects.
China: Meng Niu Dairy
China has suffered child death and illness due to contaminated water supply.
This milk brand guarantees its cows only drink uncontaminated water, and that
the milk is safe and healthy to drink.

LIBY

China: Liby
The leading laundry detergent in China, Liby recognizes the high current
sensitivity of local consumers to health and pollution issues, and that advertising
zero phosphor content is now a compelling commercial argument.

IV. SAVE MONEY
When what's good for the planet is good for the wallet. A significant growth
category in recessionary markets.
Japan: Government Eco-Point Program
The Japanese government has initiated a simple and effective system to
encourage people to buy green. Consumers get points every time they buy
products that have been approved by the government as “ecologically correct.”
These points can be redeemed for ad ditional merchandise, turning them into a
kind of free currency

GOVERNMENT
ECO-POINT
PROGRAM

Estonia: Oras
A rare former Soviet bloc example: in a quirky television commercial, high-end
Esto nian faucet maker Oras justifies the price of its merchandise by
highlighting how much water (and therefore money) goes down the drain with
leaky faucets.
Lebanon: HSBC
What can the advertising world do to save energy and reduce display costs at the
same time? HSBC uses a clever system in Lebanon: its advertising panel only
lights up when someone actually passes in front of it.

ORAS

According to Polak, “We discussed the untranslatable linguistic ins and outs of the Ogilvydesigned campaign with our very best local copywriters and strategists around the world.
But quickly, the project took an unexpected turn.
The issue was not language. That was easily resolved by maintaining the core brand
proposition in English whenever possible. The real issue was that people around the world
have very different understandings about why they should care at all.”
This insight led Text Appeal to initiative its worldwide survey, resulting in the Global ReportGreen Marketing Across Cultures, highlighted here.

HSBC

(By the way, if anyone is curious about the Copenhagen campaign in France, where by law
all copy in English needs to be translated into French, Textappeal’s solution “Copenhagen,
le Port de l’Espoir” was adopted).
For more information on the report, contact: info@textappeal.com
(As to the ideas in the report, Elliot recommends, “Please feel free to recycle them across
cultures. “)
www.internationalistmagazine.com 13

GLOBETROTTERS
f r o m t h e

b l a c k b e r r y of d e b o ra h m a l o n e

This GLOBETROTTERS column is designed to keep the
international community connected. Not only will it spotlight
who is where in the world now, it will also describe the
adventures we all experience by living a life of constant
worldwide travel. If you’ve ever been hijacked, stuck in a
revolution or committed an unforgettable cultural faux pas,
everyone in our community will be curious to hear about it.
Please do tell us, and don’t forget the photos!
TO SUBMIT TO GLOBETROTTERS, EMAIL: deborah.malone@internationalistmagazine.com

Q&A WITH HANDELSBLATT’S
MARIANNE DÖLZ
Marianne Dölz is the young and
dynamic new Managing Director at
Handelsblatt Publishing Group, as
well as CEO of the company’s iq
media marketing division. After an
agency career, including her most
recent position as COO of Initiative
Media in Hamburg, she made the
transition to the media owner side of
the business in October. After just a
few months in this new role, The Internationalist was interested to
learn her thoughts about media, her job and the industry’s future.
The Internationalist: How have you found the transition from Agency
Buying side to Media Selling side?
Marianne Dölz: “Having been in my last job for 18 years and knowing
everything by heart there, the biggest challenge was to quickly
understand the new company with its workflow, the people and the
infrastructure. It was a jump start as October traditionally is about
forecasts and basic discussions with clients for 2010. Luckily I had had
three months off, so I had enough energy to cope with the workload.”
The Internationalist: Are there more similarities between the two
disciplines than one might initially imagine? What was the biggest
surprise you encountered after coming onboard?
Marianne Dölz: “Basically, the business is not that much different —
it’s about developing relevant integrated communication concepts for
clients. Of course the portfolio differs, but the task is the same.
Something I found very similar as well is the kind of pressure — both
media agencies and the media are pressurized by clients to increase
discounts and media value. The only difference I’ve really

14
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encountered is to do with speed and agility; of course, media agencies
are used to producing excellent work with short time leads.”
The Internationalist: How do you envision the Handelsblatt brand in
the next 1-3 years?
Marianne Dölz: “We will further develop Handelsblatt's threechannel-approach. Additionally I expect diversification through
suitable other products like for example seminars, books or events
that will be integrated into Handelblatt's approach to clients.”
The Internationalist: Given your background, what new contributions
do you believe you can make to the "iq" organization?
Marianne Dölz: “Based on my experience about relevant strategies for
clients' communication challenges, I believe I can make a real
difference on how we define selling. I have many ideas that will
inspire iq to new offers and processes. Additionally I believe in
'stealing with pride', or taking the best lessons from the past, so I
think there will be some quick gains given my knowledge about other
sales organizations.”
The Internationalist: What are the biggest opportunities that you see
in your new role?
Marianne Dölz: “IQ has a great portfolio of titles and websites. All
these media have all sorts of communication offers — ads are just
part of it. By integrating all these measures into tailor-made offers for
our clients, I believe we can add to our clients' success and thus
increase our overall turnover.”
The Internationalist: What about the challenges?
Marianne Dölz: “Given the stagnating markets, 2010 will be a tough
year where all media will fight a hard battle for market share. So our
biggest challenge will be to become quicker and more aggressive in
the way we market our products.”
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CHRISTIAN HOELSCHER TO LEAD HUSON GERMANY

왘 Few companies expanded in 2009; however, Huson International Media was an exception. In
December, the world’s largest independent representative of technology media added a mainland
European base to their existing infrastructure of offices in the UK and on both the East and West
Coasts of the US.with dad.
Huson International Media Germany is now headed by Christian Hoelscher, formerly the
Director of International Sales for CMP-WEKA. “After being with one of the most successful IT
Publishers in Germany for more than 10 years, I am very excited to switch over to international
media sales representation and launch Huson Germany,” said Hoelscher.
According to Gerry Rhoades-Brown, Co-founder of Huson International Media, Germany is a vitally
important market for media owners. The company has already contracted to exclusively represent in the market over 50 top IT
print brands and 40 IT websites from 20 countries. Says Rhoades-Brown, Our past experience shows us that the opening of
an in-country office will create increased revenues for our existing media partners and a rush of new media owner enthusiasm
to join the Huson network.”
CONTACT: CHRISTIAN.HOELSCHER@HUSONMEDIA.COM OR GERRY.RHOADESBROWN@HUSONMEDIA,.COM

OBITUARY: MICHAEL KARNIG

It is with a very heavy heart that we write of the loss of Michael Karnig, who, at the
prime of his life, succumbed to cancer after an all-too-short 3-month battle. Founder
of karnig4media and valued partner of the Connect Alliance, his irrepressible nature,
boundless energy and bold ideas will not be forgotten. It is difficult to imagine the
industry without him.
Perhaps Mats Rönne, who many know from his days at Electrolux, Ericsson and now PlannerFed —
the Swedish account planning agency, best expresses this great sadness: "I have known Michael for many
years — as a client, a colleague in the IAA Sweden, and as a neighbor. With his unrivalled international
network of media and marketing contacts, general advertising acumen and unrelenting energy, he was a key
contact for anyone working with international marketing programs in the Nordic region. It is a tragic loss for us
all, but of course most of all for his family."
Michael’s daughter, Nathalie, will fill her father’s role in the company. With tremendous grace, she
communicated the following: It will be in honor of Michael that I, his daughter Nathalie, will continue to run
and take care of the legacy of karnig4media. Michael was the essence of karnig4media, but I hope you will
have faith in the company, and let us prove that it will continue to flourish in the spirit of Michael.
It seems unfair that Michael was taken from us with so much left to give. There are not enough
words to describe what a wonderful person, father and businessman Michael was, but I can say that he
will be loved and missed forever.

www.internationalistmagazine.com 15

internationalists

OF THE YEAR

Congratulations to the 2009
Nine international marketing executives have been named Internationalists of the Year by
The Internationalist magazine. These individuals are truly the people behind today’s
outstanding cross-border campaigns.

This year marks The Internationalist’s sixth annual profile section that honors industry
nominees who "break the mold" with their multinational brand communications. Their
marketing campaigns stand out from the crowd and from other brands in their categories.
This year may have been challenging; however, these honorees took the kind of marketing
risks in the international marketplace that are now producing results.

Nicolas Maurer
Vice President Marketing, Beiersdorf North America
Few marketing executives have held management positions for the same company in as many regions
as Nicolas Maurer. (He certainly disproves current estimates that the average tenure of a senior
marketing officer is just 23 months!) Maurer has worked for more than 13 years for Beiersdorf, the
Hamburg-based global skin and beauty care giant, whose brand portfolio contains such leading names
as NIVEA, Eucerin, Aquaphor, la prairie, Juvena, among others. Beiersdorf boasts a history that’s nearly
130 year old and its products are sold in roughly 150 countries. There’s a good chance that Maurer may
have visited each market.
A native of France, he started his career as part of the French Embassy’s Trade Agency in Stuttgart. He then joined Beiersdorf in 1996 and has
since held international marketing and general management positions in Germany, East Africa, the Nordic and Baltic regions, and now in the
United States.
As Vice President of Marketing, Nicolas Maurer sets the strategic vision and marketing direction for the company’s brands in the U.S. market.
He has been the driving force behind award-winning communication platforms, such as NIVEA’s “Touch and Be Touched” and “Kissed and Be
Kissed,” which have grown marketshare and led to the expansion of Beiersdorf brands in the United States. Much of his success can be
attributed to an extraordinary understanding of the combined media / creative connection that is becoming increasingly essential in today’s
complex marketing landscape.
Anyone who watched the televised New Year’s Eve countdown from New York’s Times Square is familiar with NIVEA’s official “Kiss and Be
Kissed” sponsorship to promote its Lip Care line. Pre-event publicity included sampling to 25,000 revelers, celebrity couples as spokespersons,
online uploads of kissing couples to support the “NIVEA XOXO Chain” charity connection to Big Brothers and Big Sisters. Maurer described
the program: “NIVEA is all about human connection by giving people ‘touchably’ smooth skin and ‘kissably’ beautiful lips, so that’s why we’re
ringing in 2010 on the NIVEA Kiss Platform to encourage everyone in Times Square and around the world to get closer this New Year’s Eve!”
Making marketing headlines comes naturally to Nicolas Maurer. The NIVEA Bikini challenge in Malibu with celebrity swimsuit designer Shay
Todd made news during Memorial Day Weekend, the unofficial start of U.S. summer. Celebrities encouraged women to take the NIVEA
“Good-bye Cellulite, Hello Bikini Challenge.” According to Maurer, “Our goal with the challenge has been to get women feeling better about
their skin by helping to improve its appearance, so women can fully enjoy the summer and their bikinis.” The event now also takes place in
Miami.
A consummate risk-taker, Maurer also took a well-calculated gamble with the music for NIVEA’s first national TV ad by choosing the work of a
little known band called Parachute. Their song, “She Is Love” was used to convey the sensuality of the cream. Not only did NIVEA product sales
increase, but the song has been downloaded and purchased enough to make Parachute a hot commodity.

Contact: nicolas.maurer@beiersdorf.com
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Internationalists of the Year!
Despite the variety of fields they represent, their diversity of location and
varying years in the profession, all take the role of
international brand champion to heart. If one word could summarize their
commitment in this era of change, it would be “passion.”
Without their extraordinary efforts, inspiration and energy in the
midst of 2009’s economic situation, many multinational programs
simply would not have left the drawing board.

Bettina Sherick

Vice President, International Digital Marketing, 20th Century Fox International
Bettina Sherick is a risk-taker.
As Vice President of International Digital Marketing for 20th Century Fox, she oversees the film giant’s
Internet and mobile marketing strategies, as well as the digital marketing content development for the
international theatrical businesses. Under her leadership, 20th Century Fox International has actively
pursued the digital space as a marketing medium.
As she describes the development of international digital marketing campaigns for $100 million+ box office releases, she also outlines a litany of
firsts: “We were the first studio to use MSN Messenger themepacks, for our film FANTASTIC FOUR. We were the first international film studio
to do a multi-territory homepage masthead buy on YouTube for WOLVERINE. We were the first international film studio to buy a virtual gift
package on FACEBOOK for ICE AGE 3. We were the first to do a three-screen buy on Microsoft for AVATAR.
Those are the risks that have worked for us. There have been those that haven't worked; however, if everything you try works, then you're not
taking enough risks.”
Bettina Sherick has been working at 20th Century Fox in International marketing for 9 years. She likes to say, “Although most mornings I wake
up in Los Angeles, I spend the rest of the day thinking about what people are doing outside of the US.”
She has often been described as passionate about her work. Her response is clear: “I think if you look what I do — using digital to market
movies to an international audience — I have much to be passionate about. Digital is clearly changing the way the world communicates, works,
lives, and I get to live and breathe these changes every day. And I love films. Films have entertained and shared powerful stories to audiences for
over a century now. And movies like AVATAR show us that even the way we see films can be re-invented. Once one allows their world to open
up for borders to blur, you're never the same person. I consider myself very lucky to be doing what I do everyday.”
Lucky indeed. Perhaps Bettina Sherick is simply inspired by the magic and international language of movies. She tells a memorable story about
a visit to China that certainly illustrates her enchantment with communicating — at the most human of levels.
“I decided to take an afternoon visit to the Temple of Heaven when in Beijing. Armed with an English automatic guide and map, I started to
make my way through the beautiful gardens. But there was one pavilion that I could not find. I walked up to an old Chinese man, who had a
Chinese automatic guide and a map. Through a series of bows, nods, pointing at the map, and smiles, we found ourselves walking and enjoying
the sights of this beautiful park together for about 45 minutes. When we realized that we had come to a point where we would have to part ways,
we both bowed, and I waved, and we went on. But those 45 minutes with this stranger, to whom I could say nothing in words, was absolutely
wonderful, and I will never forget the experience.”

Contact: Bettina.Sherick@fox.com
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Michael Mendenhall

Senior Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer, Hewlett-Packard

There’s no question that Michael Mendenhall was visible in 2009. He tirelessly criss-crossed the globe to
offer keynote perspectives at top marketing events ranging from the CMO Summit to the Cannes Ad Festival
to the Carnegie Council’s Global Policy Innovation Program to IAB, ANA and 4As annual corporate
meetings. If true leaders are confident in sharing innovative ideas and visions of an industry’s future, then
Michael Mendenhall is utterly fearless at a time when risk-taking is occurring far less frequently.
Not only is Mendenhall easily conversant on topics from sustainability to brand leadership to transparency &
accountability to R&D innovation to new digital platforms, but in two and a half short years with HP, he has unquestionably
transformed how the company markets its brands, spends its global media budget and thinks about ‘consumer ecosystems.’
HP is the world’s largest IT company and serves more than one billion customers in over 170 countries on six continents. Yet,
Mendenhall was able to wrap his arms around the sprawling tech giant to help make it a study in global best practices with its mission
to “invent technologies and services that drive business value, create social benefit and improve the lives of customers – with a focus on
affecting the greatest number of people possible.”
HP also simplified its customer segments to just three main groups – households, small to medium businesses and large enterprises.
The company’s core businesses also fall into three main areas: The Personal Systems Group (business and consumer PCs, mobile
computing devices and workstations), The Imaging and Printing Group (inkjet, LaserJet and commercial printing, printing supplies)
and Enterprise Business (servers, storage, enterprise services and software).
HP’s numbers are staggering. The company ships more than 1 million printers per week and 48 million PCs per year. One out of
every three servers shipped worldwide is an HP. The company manages over 200 data centers, 380,000 servers, 5.4 million desktops,
and 17 million IP addresses. More than sixty percent of the company’s revenues originate outside of North America.
Its triumph, though, has much to do with how the company easily enables consumers to act differently in an information age where
power is truly in the hands of the end user. Under Mendenhall’s direction, HP is now a leader in using digital media as a primary
means of interacting with its customers as it allows for greater engagement and co-creation. Mendenhall often refers to this as
“harnessing the talent of our customers to help to build our brand.”
The company has also made it easy to evaluate products and make smart tech decisions for individual needs by seamlessly linking to
independent sources for product reviews. Smart shoppers may now make this a regular part of their online behavior, but it also
underscores the commitment of a manufacturer to making the best brands possible.
Two years ago some thought that Michael Mendenhall may be an unlikely candidate to head marketing at a technology company after a
17-year career with Walt Disney Company. Perhaps he did bring some of the Disney magic to HP. Yet, it didn’t come with a “wish
upon a star.” Mendenhall is well-grounded in understanding and driving today’s best marketing practices and is to be applauded for his
energy and his results.

Contact: michael.mendenhall@hp.com

This is the original list of
Past Internationalists of
the Year. You may
recognize that some of
our past winners have
moved on to other roles;
however, we wanted to
present them in their
orignal form with the
affiliations for which
they were honored.

Mats Rönne — ELECTROLUX
Vanessa Healey — INTERCONTINENTAL HOTELS & RESORTS
Babs Rangaiah — UNILEVER
Kristy DeMarco — CISCO CONSUMER BUSINESS GROUP
Mary Dillon — MCDONALD’S
Cathy Davies — SONY ERICSSON
Kathy Button-Bell — EMERSON
Stefan Betz — GERMANWINGS
Mike Paradiso — CA
José Romano — SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION LATIN AMERICA GROUP
Hossam Dabbous — PEPSICO INTERNATIONAL
Mark Davies — STAR ALLIANCE
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Celine Del Genes
Reebok Asia Pacific / Head of Marketing
Celine Del Genes has only been in her role at Reebok Asia Pacific for a year, but in this short period, she
has revolutionized Reebok’s brand perception and its marketing model in the midst of a more-thanchallenging economic climate. In addition to redirecting her team toward marketing excellence, her
contributions have led to growth in Japan, Korea and Hong Kong, while maintaining Reebok’s strong
position in India as the market leader. Despite limited resources, she has driven the Reebok brand to a
new level of awareness in the region.
In a recent interview, she touched upon Asia's sports market changing since Beijing Olympics to allow consumers be closer to sports. To Del
Genes, this means enabling brands to communicate with customers in a way that was never done before. She has been proving her point with a
number of successful programs targeting women across various Asian markets.
She has capitalized on the Reebok's unique partnership with Cirque du Soleil, JUKARI Fit to Fly fitness program, across key Asian cities to
introduce fun in working out. Del Genes says a key part of her marketing leadership role is to best represent Asia Pacific markets in Reebok's global
conversations in order to empower local markets to succeed.
In 2009, Reebok launched EasyTone, a footwear technology that uses the concept of balance pods to better tone women's glute muscles and legs.
Del Genes placed her bets on Japan as the top market for the product, and her risk paid off. Despite many spending cut-backs among female
consumers during the economic crisis, Japanese women proved they would still invest on shoes that could help them look fitter.
Celine Del Genes started her career in communications at adidas AG’s (the mother company of Reebok International Ltd.) German headquarters a
decade ago. She then moved to Hong Kong in 2005 following a promotion as Brand Marketing Director for adidas Asia Pacific, where she played a
significant role in the award-winning adidas Beijing Olympics campaign.
A French native, Celine Del Genes says she thinks more Asian than European now in business conversations. “It is a rite of passage! It’s from
having experienced highly emotional events, from the opening ceremony of the Beijing Olympics and experiencing the power of this nation, to my
first visit to the magnificent Taj Mahal” Despite thinking international, this marketing guru also stays close to her roots, “Part of my Asia Pacific
experience also included watching France play the All Blacks in New Zealand, and I sulked when they lost, but perhaps it proves that I may still be
French at heart!”

Contact: Celine.delgenes@reebok.com

Teresa Poggenpohl – ACCENTURE;
Susan Bradley – BOEING Commercial Airplanes;
Daniel Guzman – DELL;
Yisell Hernandez – Genius-KYE Systems;
Javier Diez-Aguirre – GENWORTH Financial;
Grace Villamayor – HERTZ International;
Amy Lou – HTC;
Ted Chung – HYUNDAI Card Company;
Dierdre Bigley – IBM;
Marcus Casey – LUFTHANSA;
Simon Sproule – NISSAN Motor Company;
Paul Greenberg – NYC & Co.;
Dr. Greg Allgood – PûR® Purifier of Water, Procter &
Gamble;
Mark Reeves – STAR ALLIANCE;
Joe Clift- – VISA Europe
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At Publicitas we understand international media. Through our network of sales offices in
23 countries, we offer our advertising clients simplified and centralized access to the most
prestigious media in over 100 countries. We bring our media partners closer to the client –
actively, reliably and globally. We know media.
At Publicitas – Charney Palacios we understand Latin American media. Since 1980,
we are highly recognized in the U.S. as the leader and most experienced company in the
representation of the main influential media in Latin America and the Caribbean.
Conocemos los medios. Nós conhecemos mídia.
Contact us: +1-786-388-6340
For Europe and Asia, Contact us: +1 212-599-5057 www.publicitas.com/usa

Christine Valls
American Airlines, Manager E-commerce Product Marketing | Latin America and The
Caribbean
American Airlines has certainly been in the limelight of late with its starring role in the film UP IN THE AIR,
featuring George Clooney. Christine Valls, American's Manager of E-commerce Product Marketing for Latin
America and the Caribbean, is gearing up for the movie's launch in the Latin America on February 22 with more
of the marketing, contests and customer outreach that has made the airline a powerhouse in the region.
Valls' role may sound simple: encourage more Latin Americans to buy their American Airlines tickets online.
However, her definition of aa.com is 17 Spanish-language sites, 1 Portuguese site, plus the content and
enhancements to make international fliers stay loyal. This means easier calculations of the company's fares and
schedules matrix, instant access to their Advantage rewards, plus creative, cost-effective marketing of the entire
program's benefits. And she works in a marketplace that still faces major challenges regarding strong distrust of credit usage online, as well as
limited Internet bandwidth.
Nonetheless, aa.com showed in an increase in online bookings in 2009 due to a number of engaging online campaigns that cleverly encouraged
use of the site. Social media is growing rapidly in the region and programs using facebook have shown strong results. Valls cites a fun Chilean
promotional contest that features a flight attendant, named Danila Bordo, with a facebook page that answers customers’ questions. (Chile has
Latin America’s highest penetration of internet users; more than Brazil.)
Christine Valls believes that there is a dramatic shift occurring now in airline marketing. We are living in time when more people simply purchase
tickets online. Future air travel growth is not necessarily about encouraging more people to fly, but rather about creating an online travel
management relationship that keeps people coming back. That kind of loyalty is critical to the image and the revenues of an airline.
Not one to evade a challenge, Valls sees opportunities for those multinational companies that are willing to take advantage of today's changing
environment. She asserts, “Global, is no longer a geographical condition. Customers from all corners of the world live and transact in all the
corners of the world. Consistency in your brand will help you achieve a sense of familiarity with your customer. The key is to get to know your
customer and which medium gets his/her undivided attention. Small changes to your campaigns that touch on key value differences or interests
also intensify that sense of familiarity.”
Christine Valls started with American Airlines as an intern 20 years ago, and she remains passionate about the American Airlines company, its
people and its brand. “The E-commerce possibilities in Latin America and the Caribbean are endless. This region has been the sleeping giant that
is now waking up. We can take risks and try things that have never been tried before. Our world is colorful and without boundaries. And for a
marketing executive, that is the definition of Paradise.”

Contact: Christine.Valls@aa.com

Neil McGuinness
Advertising and Marketing Communications Manager (Europe and Middle East), BP Solar
Today’s small world means that a native of Ireland, working for a British company, can wind up in Spain (after an
earlier role in Chile) to help develop a fresh international marketing approach for a new energy division. And now Neil
McGuinness, Advertising and Marketing Communications Manager (Europe and Middle East) of BP Solar, is not only
at ease having tapas in Madrid’s barrio Salamanca, but he’s working to convert “a world of sunflowers” to a
professional business-to-business message about alternatives.
McGuinness is an enthusiastic marketer with a dedication to making things happen. He says, “Being progressive and
innovative are a huge part of what BP stands for so it's really exciting knowing you can explore new marketing
possibilities. It's also about drawing on the experience and best practice among your peers, and I’m lucky to be able to
share with a fantastic team at BP Solar and at BP Group.”
He also may have the best reason to be passionate about international marketing today. It’s the excitement of learning. “Everyday's a school
day when you're dealing cross border and cross culturally.”
Yet he believes that the risks any marketer takes should be backed by research. “It's not much good basing an investment of a lot of marketing dollars
on instinct alone. My geography covers Europe and the Middle East, and right now we're using our stand out value, as well as our excellent track record,
to support those markets.”
When asked about the challenges of marketing multinationally, Neil McGuinness has a straightforward answer: “Know your market.” He continues,
“Your target might seem the same, but understanding the subtle differences will give you a head start. Transcreation of programs takes much longer if
you base the initial model on a different client profile, or for example, clever wordplay that works in one language but not necessarily in another.”
A Dubliner turned Madrileño, the secret of McGuinness’ success may be in the fact that “I come from stock where people still listen to each other and
have time for each other. I try to carry that into my work (despite deadlines!).”
His work history is fascinating in light of where it has taken him. “Before now I was part of the Investor Comms team for Santander in Chile and also
in Marketing Comms at Pioneer Investments. I left the finance world a couple of years ago to work with Terrence Higgins Trust, a health charity in
London. My move to BP Solar was ideal because it brings together the corporate experience I already had and my chance to add value globally to energy
diversity.”

Contact: Neil.McGuinness@bp.com
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Joe Bihlmier
Vice President/Global Media — AMERICAN EXPRESS
Joe Bihlmier may have begun his career on the agency side with stints at McCann Erickson, Y&R and Mediaedge,
but now after a decade with American Express, he is changing how the company uses media.
He has made a strong commitment to digital media with nearly one-third of the international marketing budget
moving in the direction of new online experiences from social media to new content opportunities — whether it’s a
Facebook app or a YouTube project in Mexico with user generated video awards in the market. This kind of thinking is causing American Express
to take the marketing lead in the financial services space.
Over the last 18 months Bihlmier has been responsible for developing Internet strategies for brand building and business initiatives on external web
sites. His primary focus continues to be driving innovative internet media plans, partnerships and web development, while he manages the
relationships with AmEx’s interactive agencies around the globe.
His role comes at an interesting time in the company’s evolution as newer campaigns are targeting audiences that are younger than those with which
American Express is traditionally associated. The marketing also underscores the varied role that American Express can play in a modern lifestyle —
beyond being simply a payment card.
The third quarter of 2009 also demonstrated that American Express was willing to invest in its brand in key markets to communicate a fresh
expression of its products. “Realize the Potential” was introduced in Canada, Mexico, the UK and Australia with a 360-degree marketing effort. The
tagline refers to both the potential to enjoy rewarding lives and the potential of the American Express card in providing services than can enhance that
lifestyle.
“Realize the Potential” also takes a risk. The campaign invites consumers to re-evaluate their perspective of American Express, particularly the
position it plays in supporting and augmenting their lives. (The card offers exclusive member services ranging from travel advantages to purchase
insurance to advanced ticket access to concerts, shows, film festivals and certain sporting events, as well as worldwide customer service.) As a result, a
large portion of the media budget was dedicated to creating a digital brand presence across entertainment, travel and lifestyle sites.
Interestingly, Joe Bihlmier started his educational beginnings in Rome, Georgia at Berry College. Now his role with one of the world’s most valuable
brands and most admired companies that operates in over 130 countries certainly insures that Rome, Italy is also on his map. (No doubt, the irony
isn’t lost at alumni functions!)

Contact: joseph.m.bihlmier@aexp.com

Kit Haines-Bornheimer – AT&T;
Anja Herb – BASF;
Rafael Gomez – CITGO;
Helen Clark – CHEVRON;
Kevin Brown – Digi-Key;
Steve Wheeler – EMIRATES AIRLINES;
David Spurlock – EOS AIRLINES;
Urban Fjellestad – ERICSSON;
Jennifer White – FREESCALE SEMICONDUCTOR;
Nancy Bagat – INTEL;
Giorgio Guidotti – MAX MARA FASHION GROUP;
Eikoh Harada – McDONALD’S JAPAN;
Lloyd Mathias – MOTOROLA;
Patrick Heineger – ROLEX;
Ian MacFarlane – TOURISM AUSTRALIA
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Steve Wilhite – NISSAN;
Peter Moore – MICROSOFT;
Judy Everett – SHELL;
Tom O'Toole – HYATT;
Tony Fernandes – AIR ASIA;
Yvonne Johnston – MARKETING COUNCIL OF SOUTH AFRICA;
Judy Hu – GE;
Peter Boher – PENINSULA HOTELS;
Deepak Advani – LENOVO

2005

Geert van Kuyck
Executive Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer, Royal Philips Electronics,
Amsterdam
Few people link “passion” and “branding” as much as Geert van Kuyck. He is credited as the driving force behind
Philips’ successful “sense and simplicity” brand promise, while also strengthening the company’s customercentric ethos and drive for innovation. Yet, Van Kuyck would be first to admit that “a brand promise is not
straightforward.” He understands that “passion is what brings a brand to life.”
Passion may best be defined for Geert van Kuyck as the drive to “get it right for the customer.” He sees a
company’s essential responsibility as being accountable to adding value to that product purchaser — whether in
the consumer or business-to-business space — n any of the company’s healthcare, lighting and consumer lifestyle divisions. Customers now have come to expect such virtues from the Philips brand, and van Kuyck believes that the
support, needs and ideas of impassioned consumers engender strong, useful companies.
At Philips, “sense and simplicity” is more than a marketing mantra; it is the guiding ideal behind how the company does business in every division
and every department. It has now become so infused throughout the culture that employees take it to heart. He says, “Great people are attracted to
things that trigger passion. Few are interested in just another job. They ask, ‘How can I use my time meaningfully?’ And they want to make a
meaningful difference — despite the economy. This brings people to Philips. Our simple effort to underscore how light bulbs can factor into the
climate change discussion has attracted countless young people to the company. Passion from people matters.”
For van Kuyck, “the essence of a global brand is that it is shepherded by a passionate and obsessed owner;” he cites iconic companies with strong
leaders like Apple and Starbucks as examples. He also believes that global marketing today has much in common with understanding “the role of the
Constitution versus the Rule of Law.” A multinational giant like Philips with a clear message that resonates in over 60 countries needs a marketing
constitution with standards and procedures that live up to its brand promise.
“A Brand Constitution focuses on the essentials and is durable over time. A much more flexible Rule of Law allows local markets — infused with
passion for the brand’s promise — to apply these constitutional principles to offer local solutions, just like a local judge would. In practicing locally,
they literally protect the constitution and make it relevant in a local environment. Importantly, without local application, a global brand often becomes a
stale, irrelevant ivory tower brand over time… which obviously cannot build or support business.”
Additionally, he believes that a CMO today has a huge responsibility in regard to shepherding the constitution of what shapes the brand. And a strong
constitution becomes even more critical in light of today’s industry trends of short CMO tenures. “A brand promise and a brand executed effectively
transcend so many activities.”
An advocate for the role of marketing within the corporation, Geert van Kuyck believes that strategic market entry decisions are as much branding
decisions as they are economic and general business ones. “For example, if a company wants to enter a market, but the benefit needed does not
connect with the brand promise, then one should not play in that arena.”
Despite such extraordinary re-shifting with so huge a corporation, Geert van Kuyck has only been with Philips for just over 4 years and was named
CMO in January 2008. A native of Belgium, his prior career includes a role as Vice President of Marketing for EMEA at Starbucks and 14 years at
Procter & Gamble with various positions in Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and the USA.

Contact: geert.van.kuyck@philips.com
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Stewart McHie – EXXON MOBIL;
Rachell Berges – MOTOROLA;
Erich Stamminger – ADIDAS-SALOMON;
Steve Jobs – APPLE;
Eric Kim- SAMSUNG;
Allison Johnson – HP;
Anita Mehra Mohayoun – DUBAI AIRPORT;
James Stengel – PROCTER & GAMBLE;
Dee Dutta – SONY ERICSSON;
Zhang Ruimin – HAIER;
Peter Stringham – HSBC;
Yazid bin Mohamed – MALAYSIA AIRLINES;
Larry Light – McDONALD’S

2004

Len Blaifeder
Vice President/ Director of Advertising and Direct Marketing, BNY Mellon
Len Blaifeder is the consummate New Yorker — right down to his roots at New York University, Queens
College and Stuyvesant High School.
And like most New York iconoclasts, he is known for his quips and easy ability to inject humor into just
about any situation. (His Linked-in profile gets lots of double-takes; he describes himself as “Karaoke King,
Raconteur, Dad, & Weekday Marketing Stud.” No one forgets Len Blaifeder.)
He jokes that as a tried and true New Yorker, it’s appropriate that he works for a company with NY in its
name. For the past 20 years, he’s held various marketing positions with BNY Mellon and the earlier Bank
of New York side of the company. Today, the South Bronx native works with a global organization that does
business in over 100 countries through 34 offices around the world.
Blaifeder describes his marketing role with characteristic verve: “Whether in person, by email, or on phone calls that have me trying to sound
intelligent and coherent at 3AM, I work with our business managers and country managers to develop campaigns that respond to their needs
while remaining steadfastly dedicated to the disciplined message that defines our brand.”
He’s also candid. “I never would have thought that I could be content spending so long a time in one job. However, everything surrounding the
position has changed at a very rapid pace. My advertising career at BNY Mellon has evolved from a position supporting checking account sales
for 300 branches in the tri-state area to a focus on institutional businesses such as Asset Management and Custody, to an increasing focus on
our overseas growth. New clients, new lines of business to learn, new media, new measures for success, and now … new cultures have kept me
motivated and enthusiastic and happy to come to work.”
BNY Mellon has only recently begun to focus and develop marketing resources in support of aggressive revenue goals around the world.
Blaifeder admits, “I think many of my colleagues would agree that taking a global brand and making it relevant in every country in which you do
business is one of the dominant challenges that they face every day.
When you factor into the equation, the uniqueness of each country in terms of their media, their regulatory environment, the latest marketing
technologies and of course, the cultural differences, you appreciate the fact that success internationally is not achieved by simply adapting
programs from one country into another. Each market is a new discovery and a new set of challenges. The ultimate challenge is not to get
complacent as you move from one market to another.”
Although Len Blaifeder admits that always sleeping with his BlackBerry can be a challenge, he also explains why he’s passionate about
international marketing. “If I had to sum it up, it would be the newness of every situation. And I’m not just talking about learning new things.
But rather re-examining those things that I thought I knew and flipping it on its side to apply it to a different culture.
I've gained new perspective on what makes advertising successful in Asia vs. Europe. And just when I was feeling somewhat enlightened I was
exposed to the nuances between Japan and Korea. The new things you come away with are never ending, and I am truly grateful to be in the
field where I can continue to grow and to do so with a smile.”

Contact: len.blaifeder@bnymellon.com
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INNOVATIVE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

The Internationalist

Awards

Marketers today know they need digital answers; however, most would like to start by
asking the right questions. The Internationalist honors those outstanding digital
media solutions that better enable multinational advertisers to recognize today’s best
work and tomorrow’s best practices.
Digital advertising is poised for growth, and marketers continue to plan for greater
investment in digital media. Today, data may be the “new creative” in an online
world that pinpoints targeted opportunities and precisely demonstrates return-oninvestment. New standards for gauging good work will continue to evolve.
The Internationalist magazine’s first annual Awards for Innovative Digital Marketing
Solutions are a response to marketers asking for international best practice examples
of digital solutions that enhance brands and bring results. These Awards are an
outgrowth of The Internationalist’s Awards for Innovation in Media and an
acknowledgment of how today’s marketing strategy is affected by the growth of all
things digital.
Entries came from 24 countries, and the judges agreed that the work
expanded current notions of digital innovation and effectiveness. Scott Berg,
Director of Digital Strategy at Hewlett-Packard and Chairman of the Jury,
commented, “by answering critical questions about insights, strategy, solutions
and results, these award winners demonstrate how much can be achieved for brands
— regardless of the economic climate.” Also on the Finalist Judging committee
was Denou’s Rishad Tobaccowala and Universal McCann’s Graeme Hutton.

Scott Ber, Digital
Strategy at HewlettPackard

“

Within a few years, we’ll realize
that we’ve entered the golden age of
online advertising. For the first
time, there will be no ‘waste’ in
advertising budgets. The internet
allows marketers to directly address
their customers — putting to rest
the famous quote from U.S.
department store magnate, John
Wanamaker: ‘I know that half of my
advertising is working, but I don’t
know which half!

”

Jeffrey Cole, Director of the
Center for the Digital Future,
USC Annenberg School for
Communication

All winning case studies can be found on the website
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/

for Innovative Digital
Marketing Solutions
GRAND WINNERS

S I LV E R W I N N E R S
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OMD US for their Dockers “Shake” campaign

GOLD WINNERS
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Cornetto Love Messenger —Tribal DDB,
Amsterdam
Grandiosa — OMD, Norway
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Intel Dell — OMD Singapore
Kia — Initiative Los Angeles
Lionsgate — Inititiave Los Angeles
MasterCard Brazil — UniversalMcCann

Acuvue — OMD India
Brocade — Doremus, San Franciso
City of Dreams — PHD, Hong Kong
Jaeger‐LeCoultrer — International Herald
Tribune, London
Microsoft Windows Touch — McCann, Japan
Nissan Leaf — Critical Mass, Canada
Philips Vital Signs — CNN International,
London

BRONZE WINNERS

My South Africa — CNN International,
London

40

Nissan Z List — OMD US

40
40

Nurse Jackie — OMD US
Philips Cinema — Tribal DDB, Amsterdam

41
41

Philips_vs — Tribal DDB, Amsterdam
Rodilla — PHD, Spain
Travel Channel/Kidnap — RAPP, New York

41

Accenture High Performance Podcast Series,
Chicago
Citroen — MediaContacts, Brazil
IWC‐Ebook — International Watch Co./ IWC
Schaffhausen, New York
PitneyBowes — GyroHSR, Cincinnati
Siemens — RK SwamyMediaDirection,
Mumbai
SonyEricsson, Sonic Xperiencer — Sony
Entertainment Television, Miami

Tribal DDB Amsterdam is The Internationalist
Digital Agency of the Year
After a thorough evaluation of the winners and combined tabulation
of winning scores, it was decided to award an additional honor. One
agency, Tribal DDB Amsterdam, received 3 gold awards for their
Cornetto Love Messenger, Philips_vs and Philips Cinema
campaigns. Their work to revitalize brands, launch new ones and
actively engage consumers not only demonstrated a tremendous
grasp of varied digital media options, but underscored innovative
strategic thinking against specific target groups. As a result, The
Internationalist has named Tribal DDB Amsterdam as the “Digital
Agency of 2009.”
READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/digital2009/OMD-grand.html

INNOVATIVE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

The Grand Prix:

The shakable ads contained all the
functionality of an app by using rich
media ad units distributed across
multiple, pre-existing, ad-supported
iPhone applications, such as iBowl,
iBasketball, iGolf and i.TV. Before users
start playing one of these applicationbased games, a full-screen Dockers
appears with Dufon tapping his foot. The
ad instructs uses to shake the phone to
initiate a dance routine. They can also opt
for an encore performance.

Client: Dockers
Entrant Company: OMD USA

The Challenge: “Dockers” had become a generic term for the pleated
office pant. The brand needed to take khakis “beyond the cubicle” and be
seen as more modern and relevant. Dockers’ goal was to revolutionize a
cluttered category by generating consumer excitement and conversation
in order to strengthen its leadership position.
This campaign was focused largely on the need to connect with a more
tech-savvy, younger male audience. Research indicated that this group
scored high in the use of mobile entertainment, gaming, and iPhone
ownership. As a result, it was essential to use emerging media in a
unique manner to create excitement around the Dockers brand.
Taking a leadership position in new media would get consumers talking,
while also reflecting Dockers leadership position in the khaki and men’s
categories. Dockers needed to think beyond what they were saying in
their advertising and invest in how they were communicating with their
target. The medium was part of the message.

Digital Strategy: Dockers created the first interactive “shakable”
advertisement adding a new dimension to advertising — actual
movement. The ad ran within a custom-build network of iPhone
applications. The Dockers ads featured the khakis-clad freestyle dancer,
Dufon Smith, of the popular Seattle dance group Circle of Fire. Users
shake their iPhone to initiate different dance moves.

The iPhone accelerometer (motiondetecting sensor) had never been used
within an ad until Dockers pushed the
boundaries and leveraged the technology
to engage with consumers. Dockers was
the first advertiser to incorporate
movement into a mobile ad unit —
creating the first rich media experience for
the mobile web.
The campaign approached mobile
advertising with a fresh perspective by
building a functioning application that
becomes distributed through a preexisting ad network. As a result, the
app-like ad had guaranteed exposure to
reach millions of consumers.

The Results: Dockers immediately
became known as a leader in mobile
innovation through their entertainment
and engaging ad tactic on a device that
was becoming a technological and cultural
phenomenon. Proprietary buzz tracking
tools indicated that the campaign
developed a dramatic increase in positive
brand conversations on social media
platforms and demonstrated a strong
connection with a newer, younger target.
Entirely new performance indicators had
to be defined as a “shake” became a new
metric of brand engagement. Dockers
changed their perceptions as not just a
generic khaki brand, but as a marketer on
the forefront of emerging technology —
ready to “shake” things up.

READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/OMD-grand.html
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GOLD WINNER: Cornetto Love Messenger
Client: Unilever-Cornetto
Entrant Company: Tribal DDB, Amsterdam Netherlands

The Challenge: The European ice cream market is
saturated, and Cornetto competes against both private
labels and other A-level brands. Since 1976, Cornetto has
been an iconic brand in Unilever’s portfolio; however, the
goal of the campaign was to encourage a greater
connection with a new teen target audience and
contemporize its image. Cornetto set out to develop a
European campaign to become the global symbol of
young love shared: an innocent yet meaningful pleasure
for teens.

Digital Strategy: The virtual love message tool is the
heart of the digital campaign. The Cornetto website
enables teens to create videos with shots of a plane
dragging a personal love message that flies over their
European city of choice. The innovative application uses
the Panoramio.com API, through its geo-location photo
sharing website with 2 million+ pictures. The personal
love message videos can be created for almost every spot
in Europe. Through the Cornetto digital brand
experience, teens can express their feelings to their loved
ones in an innovative and personalized way.

They can also compete for a grand prize—a real “love message in
the sky”—a plane flies overhead with a love message trailing in the
wind for all to see. Codes on Cornetto lids offer a number of
instant prizes, as well a shot at the grand one.

The Results: Not only did Cornetto develop a consistent brand
image across the three European target markets, but the strong
universal principle of ‘love,’ especially among teens, transcended
borders. In order to activate an audience, a brand needs to add value
by either being useful or entertaining — this campaign was both.
Love is about interacting, and therefore the Web and mobile phones
are natural digital channels to support local offline sales
promotions.
In addition to contemporizing Cornetto’s brand image, increased
frequency of consumption was another important campaign goal.
This succeeded; according to Unilever sales figures, targets were
surpassed by 40% to 150%, varying by country. ROI can sit
comfortably alongside creativity.

READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Cornetto-gold.html

GOLD WINNER: Grandiosa
demands, but Stabburet was also concerned that it would succeed in the market
without cannibalizing the original Grandiosa.

Digital Strategy: Given that one-third of all Norwegians have a profile on
facebook, social media was the right place to learn more about the appropriate
product launch. In fact, there were 14 groups and/or fan pages on facebook
focused around removing the red peppers from the original Grandiosa pizza.
Client: Stabburet A/S
Entrant Company: OMD, Norway

The Challenge: Grandiosa is a well known

The Results: The users of social media are demanding. They do not want to
be interrupted by irrelevant ads or be approached by companies trying direct
their attention of something of little interest. Stabburet wanted to respond to the
“passion for pizza” shown on facebook by letting the users take part in the
launch. They turned the focus of the whole campaign from being a corporateled initiative to a product release developed and requested by the public itself.

brand in Norway with almost 57% market
share in the frozen pizza market. Norwegians
eat approximately 26 million Grandiosa pizzas
every year. (The Norwegians’ special fondness for frozen
pizzas is due to a shortage of time for preparing
traditional meals.)

Almost every Norwegian has tried Grandiosa and the most
popular variety is the original version with ham, cheese
and red peppers. Parent Stabburet has launched nine
varieties over the years with spectacular ads and popular
theme songs. Research showed that 750,000 Norwegians
(out of a total population of 4.7 million) wanted the
original Grandiosa without the red peppers. The goal was
to actually launch a new pizza in response to these
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GOLD WINNER:

Kia Soul: “A New Way to Roll”

Client: Kia
Entrant Company: Initiative, Los Angeles

The Challenge: The launch of the new design-led Kia
Soul in the US presented a communications challenge.
Kia has low awareness among Americans, and as a result,
low purchase consideration. The goal was not only to
increase brand recognition, but position the Kia Soul as a
leader in taste and style.

• Exclusive automotive sponsorship of Flavorpill: its editors
created www.WhatIsInnovation.com for the Kia Soul,
highlighting innovative art, music, film, technology for the
taste-making set.
• A partnership with HypeCircle, allowed users to compete with
professional DJ’s. The winning submission won a trip to the
Coachella music festival.

The Soul’s target audience is largely comprised of
individualists who preferred to stand apart from the crowd
and welcome “being different.” The car embodies these
characteristics, so the overall marketing strategy became
the development of the “new way to roll” platform.

Digital Strategy: Innovation in this campaign was

The launch program broadened to a more mass market but still
tech-savvy audience:
• Soul was the exclusive (and first ever) sponsor of E3 on
Microsoft’s Xbox, including a sweepstake with a Soul presented
at E3.
• Heavy presence on Facebook, promoting the Soul fan-page via
custom Soul gifts, as well as polling and video ads.
for teens.

delivered by promoting Kia through media that is atypical
for an automotive advertiser.
A pre-launch teaser was developed to make style leaders
feel privy to the ‘news’ about the upcoming Soul launch.
• Kia partnered with Pandora and iMeem to be the first
automotive advertiser on their mobile music applications
for the iPhone and Google Android platform.

The Results: The Car has outsold the models in its competitive
set, year-to-date, moved a record number of units during its July
launch period and year to date.
READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Kia-Gold.html

The Singapore target audience largely believed that brick and mortar
retailers enabled a customer to negotiate a better deal; online purchases
were simply riskier. A surprising consumer trend was uncovered from
China where social networks were being used to “crowdsource” other
potential purchasers of big-ticket items to save money. This provided the
insight to create a co-branded Swarm to aggregate customers and offer
purchase benefits.

Digital Strategy: The key tactic involved creating a Swarm where

GOLD WINNER: Intel-Dell Swarm
Client: Intel-Dell
Entrant Company: OMD, Singapore

users could crowdsource online through social media in order to buy an
Intel-Dell product. More potential purchasers would mean a lower
individual computer price. This indeed revolutionized the online retail
model; it was the first time that the web was used in such a way to build
sales.
In addition, a social media integrated site was created using live
Twitter feeds, email, mobile activation, dynamic rich media, SMS
reminders and blogger previews to insure traffic, buzz and real
time information.

The Challenge: The overall objective of the campaign was to
clearly associate Intel and Dell as partners in revolutionizing the
online retail model. The companies needed to be showcased as
both architects and innovators in the digital retail space.
However, the Singapore test market had a relatively low ecommerce penetration; nonetheless the challenge remained to
demonstrate online retail innovation and drive computer sales.

The Results: Singapore’s PC Fair is when most local
consumers make computer purchases in anticipation of a good
deal. During Week 3 of the Swarm campaign, all PCs were selling
out — even though PC Fair was only a week away.
Total site visits, pre-qualified leads and those asking for further
information far exceeded all benchmarks.
Intel Swarm is now rolling out across the world.

READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Intel-Dell-Gold.html
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GOLD WINNER: Lionsgate — The Haunting in Connecticut
Digital Strategy: By using cutting edge technology and media-firsts like
‘never been done before,’ custom-build placements unique to HIC, the
film could visibly dominate all other advertisers, especially competing
horror movies.

Client: Lionsgate
Entrant Company: Initiative, Los Angeles

The Challenge: Beyond the standard fight for
opening weekend dollars, the launch of The Haunting
in Connecticut (HIC) was due for release as other
highly-anticipated, big budget horror films were
opening in theaters. Lionsgate had to position this as a
different, must-see movie.
Horror fans are enthusiasts of the genre and spend large
amounts of time with related content. Undecided moviegoers and non-enthusiasts are influenced close to release,
with the trailer often a deciding factor. The strategy was to
engage and persuade both audiences by ‘haunting’ filmgoers online. Horror enthusiasts were immersed in the
chill and fear of the film as they were followed online with
related creepy content. The undecided were haunted by
messages ‘spookily’ appearing in places that could
influence their choice of movie.

Horror Film Enthusiasts were reached with spooky ‘ectoplasm’ creative in the
following ways:
• Domination of top horror sites such as Bloody Disgusting and Fearnet during
week of release
• Conquest past and present horror movie reviews and showtimes
• In-text ads targeted to horror, movies, supernatural and haunting content —
when users were reading related content, the trailer unexpectedly pops up
• HIC branded ouija board iPhone application, with HIC trailer, reached people
actively looking for supernatural communication!
• Content hubs created where users could share their own experiences of
supernatural events.
Non-enthusiasts or a wider audience of moviegoers were influenced during
Opening Week when:
• Lionsgate ‘haunted’ MySpace during the campaign period. Users found their
own photos in the ‘Gallery of the Dead.’ This first-ever use of this technology
also meant users would see themselves featured in the movie trailer as they
watched it.
• First ever synched masthead on YouTube homepage. The unmistakable
ectoplasm masthead had multiple applications including watch the trailer, play
with the ouija board, iPhone app, plus provided a map of hauntings in your
local area.

The Results: Lionsgate’s Haunting in Connecticut significantly
surpassed revenue expectations and became the number 14 biggest horror
movies of all time.

READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Lionsgate-Gold.html

GOLD WINNER: MasterCard Brazil: “What’s Priceless to You?”
Client: MasterCard Worldwide
Entrant Company: McCann Erickson Brazil

READ MORE AT
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Brazil-Priceless.html

The Challenge: Mobilized by MasterCard’s 12-year, landmark
campaign, Brazilians have developed personal interpretations of what
“Priceless” means. Due to Brazil’s advanced blogosphere and cultural
affection for self-broadcasting, many examples of “priceless moments”
populate the Internet as photos, videos and blog postings.
Brazilians are also some of the most active social networkers in the
world. Keen to be part of this user-generated revolution, MasterCard
launched a revamped priceless.com site asking consumers, “What’s
Priceless to You?” in an effort to move beyond merely showing
consumers priceless moments to actively engaging them to share their own
real-life priceless experiences.

Digital Strategy: To drive participation, a campaign for digital and tradition
media was created to tell potential participants that the two grand-prize
“Priceless” submissions would become primetime TV spots — staring the
winners themselves. A viral action campaign also supplemented this to
encourage contest entry.

The Results: This marks the first time that a Brazilian financial services
company has ever incorporated user-generated content in a marketing
initiative, les alone harness authentic consumer stories and networking for a
promotion. Executed to encourage consumer interaction and preference, the
campaign ultimately propelled MasterCard ahead of its competitors in the
digital space.
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Client: South African Tourism
Entrant Company: CNN International, London

GOLD WINNER: My South Africa

that was innovative enough to stand out in a crowded and increasingly
competitive marketplace. It also needed to sell South Africa, the brand, to as
many people as possible. Additional goals were to create awareness for the
2010 World Cup tournament and achieve preferred destination brand status
by 2014. Central to the campaign was the idea that South Africa is a land of
diversity and flux, so no two people will make the same choices. There
needed to be an engaging communications vehicle for storytelling and
sharing experiences of South Africa. In order to keep up with consumer
shifts towards social networks and interactive media, an effective campaign
needed to stimulate action. The goal was an online solution that involved
consumers in a two-way dialogue, capturing the zeitgeist of shared
multimedia experiences and prompting an emotional response.

African ambassador and a Q&A with each showcasing their
experiences of South Africa
• A ‘journey planner’ that allows users to choose different
itineraries or themes
• A fresh, interactive Q&A facility, driven by users and answered by
users.
• A weather section tracking the weather in the top 50 South
African cities
• RSS feed of news stories that link directly back to the South Africa
Tourism website, allowing both brands to share traffic.
• The campaign has also linked to Facebook, allowing users to post
a link on their Facebook profile page to their favorite video or
image on www.mysouthafrica.tv

Digital Strategy: CNN International produced a new series of ‘call-

The Results: By encouraging users to upload their own stories, tag

The Challenge: South Africa Tourism was looking for a digital solution

to-action’ television spots featuring 3 South African ambassadors to
drive audiences to the website:
1. Reuben Riffel, world renowned chef and owner of acclaimed
restaurant, Reubens
2. Nkhensani Nkosi, founder and creative director of fashion label,
Stoned Cherrie
3. Andrew Desmet, senior manager of conservation at Kruger
National Park

favorite photos and videos, and seek more information about travel to
South Africa, the site has become a multi-level endorsement that allows
South Africa to be showcased for its visitors, by its visitors.

New features were added to the My South Africa website to provide
users with an original, innovative experience.
• A new profile section with information about each new South
READ MORE AT
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/SouthAfrica-gold.html

Client: Nissan
Entrant Company: OMD US

GOLD WINNER: Nissan Z List
Sweepstakes on Xbox Live

The Challenge: When you’re seeking to engage males 18-49,
you need to have a deep understanding of what truly grabs their
attention, inspires interaction and drives word of mouth! This
was the challenge for Nissan in launching its all-new 370Z sports
car. Nissan knows the 370Z male isn’t just about the road. They
are trendsetters interested in sports, technology, women, cars and
personal style. With the need to break the sport car marketing
conventions at launch, Nissan sought out these “Performance
Zealots” with two key insights:
1. More men 18-49 play videogames than watch broadcast TV
(Nielsen)
2. 39% of all Nissan owners have a videogame console (Forrester
Technographics)
As a result, Nissan set out to craft an industry-first gaming
execution to ignite these young passionate drivers using Sports
Illustrated Sweepstakes and Xbox Live as the foundation. And
what better way to capture their elusive hearts and minds than
with games, iconic sports cars and swimsuit models?

Digital Strategy: Xbox Live reaches more than 20 million users
with new users added every 5 seconds. And this audience is starved for
content. As a result, the creative and media strategy was to cast the 370Z
as the star of Xbox Live during the campaign and grow Nissan’s
database of leads while bringing to life the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit
edition content in High Definition. The program also began the first
email capture and lead-generation sweepstakes on Xbox Live. By

clicking the Z List Sweepstakes ad unit on the interface, users could download a
specific piece of 370Z content that registered them for a chance to win a once-ina-lifetime date to any sporting event with SI swimsuit model Melissa Keller.
Everyone who clicked received an email with contest rules from Microsoft,
allowing users to opt-in to learn more. Plus, Nissan was the first brand to create a
full calendar for Xbox Live users to customize their gaming experience. Users
who downloaded Nissan’s Sports Illustrated calendar would see the 370Z and
the SI Swimsuit content on their screens whenever they used the console.

The Results: The Nissan- Sports Illustrated partnership created one of
the most successful Xbox Live campaigns in history, and represented
just 5% of the digital budget for the 370Z launch. Videos were streamed
and downloaded more than 250,000 times directly from the console to
the TV in full HD. Over 100,000 opted in for the dream date
sweepstakes, while brand awareness and purchase consideration for the
370Z rose dramatically.

READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Intel-Dell-Gold.html
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Client: Showtime/Nurse Jackie
Entrant Company: OMD US

GOLD WINNER: Nurse Jackie on Kindle

The Challenge: Showtime, a premium programming cable network in
the US, has found sampling to be a successful strategy to build excitement
about a show launch and to grow subscriptions. Previous program sampling
methods have included video on demand, online video streaming, in-theater
VIP screenings, special VIP access online, and DVD samples to seed pilot
episodes and drive consumer interest.
With the rise in popularity of eBooks, Showtime wanted to include e-readers
as part of their sampling strategy. This group of highly educated, high
income consumers have moved away from traditional advertising sources
and are discerning users of digital media. Showtime created the first-ever
sampling program distributed on eBooks, and the technology innovation
itself generated additional buzz for Nurse Jackie, a new series starring Edie
Falco (well know from her role as Carmela in The Sopranos). Additional
premium content fueled the viral nature of the campaign.

Digital Strategy: Showtime worked with the wireless Amazon
Kindle, the largest e-Book reader in the US; however, Kindle didn’t
have an advertising solution. One would need to be invented, and
content would serve as the key to unlocking this new platform.
Showtime offered Kindle readers a summer-long opportunity to
download a free copy of the first script from Nurse Jackie. A digital
campaign on Amazon.com and the Kindle storefront, also accessible
through iPhone and iPod Touch, promoted the download. The
campaign also targeted existing Kindle owners whose past-purchase

behavior indicated they were entertainment/drama enthusiasts.
After reading the script, users could view the entire pilot episode on
Amazon.com or SHO.com
Today, advertising needs to be pulled into people’s lives and digested
like content; Showtime was able to provide an engaging experience
for Kindle readers. The execution blurred the lines between
advertising and content with the first use of a script as a marketing
tool. This may be a step in finding a future model for the print
media industry by integrating ads in a way that provides consumers
with value without interrupting their experience.

The Results: Nurse Jackie was Showtime’s best debut of an original
series — ever. Within 48 hours of the Kindle campaign launch, the script
entered the Top 20 Kindle Downloads on Amazon.com — out of over
330,000 books,
newspapers,
magazines, and blogs
available for download.
Season Two was
immediately
greenlighted with 12
more episodes.
READ MORE AT
www.internationalistawards.com/digital_2009/NurseJackie-gold.html

GOLD WINNER: Philips Cinema 21:9
Client: Philips
Entrant Company: Tribal DDB Amsterdam

The Challenge: At the movies we don’t just watch films, we
truly experience them through the big screen. Movie lovers agree
that black bars on 16:9 widescreen TVs take away a big part of the
magical experience. Philips created the world’s first cinema
proportion TV, the Philips Cinema 21:9, to watch movies at home
as they were meant to be enjoyed. Combined with Philips’
Ambilight, which can be best described as surround sound for
the eyes, consumers can have a real cinematic experience at
home. Despite heavy competition in the television market and
increasingly lower prices, Philips wanted to generate a
sustainable competitive advantage. The revolutionary Philips
Cinema 21:9 is the flagship of the complete Ambilight range.
The challenge was to enable Philips to own the idea of the
cinematic viewing experience at home by creatively using the
internet to let movie lovers experience the unique product
features themselves. This would also put Philips on the map as
an innovative LCD TV brand.
The Philips Cinema 21:9 is aimed at true movie lovers. This large
group (over 35 million in the European target countries) state that
quality and innovative design are among their top selection
criteria when buying new electronics. According to Philips
consumer research, 60% of the target audience expects to buy a
Philips Cinema 21:9 via large retail chains, while 15% expects to
buy online. As a result, online is a very important channel to
reach the target audience.

Digital Strategy: A revolutionary product needs a revolutionary
campaign. Working with the theme of ‘Seeing is Believing,’ the strategy
was to create a unique online cinematic event that movie lovers would
like to experience and share with friends. Movie lovers would also be
astonished by the three main features of Philips televisions —
Ambilight, Cinema 21:9 and Picture Quality — all of which tie to the act
of filmmaking. Instead of a traditional TV commercial, Philips
launched the Cinema 21:9 with “Carousel”, an interactive experience to
fascinate film lovers with insider techniques and directorial insights. For

example, the experience opened with a
seamless tracking shot, one long take,
within which viewers could find behind-thescenes takes as experts talked about their
craft and the decisions made while filming
the shot. Other interactive, technical moviemaking experiences were used throughout
“Carousel.” The site offered different options to easily share the experience with
friends via social media like Facebook, Twitter and Microsoft Live. Visitors could
click through to www.Philips.com/tv for more extensive product and retail
information.

The Results: The campaign received positive responses from movie
lovers all over the world. Within hours after launch, there were hundreds
of postings on Twitter. Celebrities like Ashton Kutcher and Kanye West
became ambassadors and shared the experience with their fans. Even
without active promotion via paid media, the enormous amount of free
publicity showed that consumers were truly fascinated by the interactive
film and the Philips Cinema 21:9 TV. Philips was positioned as a
frontrunner in the television market.
READ MORE AT www.internationalistawards.com/digital_2009/Philips-gold.html
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Client: Philips
Entrant Company: Tribal DDB Amsterdam

GOLD WINNER: Philips_vs

The Challenge: To address consumers’ needs for better
performance and longevity in challenging economic times,
Philips launched “Philips, of course.” This global media
campaign is designed to dramatically and directly engage with
consumers by integrating TV, online, PR and print media to
bring together Philips Consumer Lifestyle products and
businesses under a single-minded message. The goal is to show,
through attention-grabbing ads and competitive comparisons,
that the Philips brand remains the best choice for consumers.

Consumer-generated challenges could also be submitted via the mini campaign
site, www.philipsvs.com. This page included more information about the
campaign, an integrated real-time Twitter feed of the latest entries and
inspiration in the form of embedded viral videos (YouTube clips) & visuals
(embedded Flickr/Twitpic pictures).

Given that product comparison is at the heart of the “Philips, of
course” campaign, the strategy was to reach creative-minded
people and influencers who would become ambassadors to
communicate Philips’ superiority in a fun way to a broad
audience. A competition on Twitter became the viral mechanism
to involve and engage them.

The Results: Besides a small media buy for promotional Tweets via
the Magpie network, no additional paid media was used to promote the
campaign. In just 4 weeks, buzz and awareness was created by
leveraging the power of Twitter with other social media platforms like
YouTube and Flickr. This resulted in a positive ROI and the achievement
of all the set KPIs. Philips also became the first leading brand to run a
global Twitter campaign.

Digital Strategy: A competition page
(http://twitter.com/Philips_vs) asked the community to dream up
extreme challenges to show the superiority of Philips’ products. The
winning idea would be filmed and shown on the web and the winner
will receive a Philips Cinema 21:9 TV.
To inspire the target audience, a promotional video presented Philips
with a challenge to the sun by testing if a rooster would crow in the
middle of the night with a Philips Wake-up Light.

READ MORE AT www.internationalistawards.com/digital_2009/Philips_VS-gold.html

GOLD WINNER: Rodilla — Eat for Free
Client: Rodilla
Entrant Company: PHD Spain

The Challenge: The 2009
economic situation in Spain
affected even fast food restaurants.
Rodilla had fewer customers, and
those who continued to eat there
decreased their average spend.
Spain's fast food category is fragmented. Although Rodilla is the
clear leader in the sandwich segment in terms of communication, the
company has international competitors with much larger media
budgets. Plus, new, healthy fast food players and atypical options like
Turkish food chains are offering consumers different, appealing
options and increasing the competition in this segment.
Rodilla needed to renew its brand image and bring new and younger
customers to their restaurants. As a result, teenagers and young
adults, between 18 and 35 years old, became the chain's new target.
The use of internet and mobile devices within this demographic
group is colossal. More than 75% use the Internet to search for
information, to communicate, and to socialize. In Spain, 98% of
teenagers and young adults have a mobile; the most common uses
are: sending SMS, sharing photos or files with their friends, getting
updates from social networks like Facebook or Tuenti.
This target also uses new technologies to express its own identity and
to also feel part of a larger community that thinks and feels like them.
Brands that provide something to make these socially-conscious
individualists feel ahead of the crowd make a difference.

Therefore, the goal was to pioneer a technology strategy that was
never used for a fast food chain before-- mixing online tactics with
mobile marketing and QR codes.

Digital Strategy: The Rodilla campaign had three main
objectives: drive traffic to restaurants, generate a specialized
database, and revitalize the image of the brand.
"EAT FOR FREE" was at the heart of driving traffic and generating
a database. Those who registered on the web site
(www.echalemorroycomeporlacara.com) received a 2D code (QR)
on their mobile to enjoy a free menu just by showing it to the shops
participating in the campaign. A companion promotion — “Be the
most original person eating a sandwich” — enabled people to
upload pictures and videos. The prize for the most original 5 entries
was a free menu for a year, one menu every day! The campaign was
communicated in a young tone with a fresh image via social media,
blog hunting, and an opt-in segmented email campaign.

The Results: One of the objectives was to redeem at least 20,000
mobile coupons in Rodilla restaurants during the two months of
the promotion. In only three days of the promotion the objective
was reached. Seven out of every 10 people registered went to the
restaurant to validate their mobile coupons.
Not only was the brand rejuvenated, but a specialized database with
at least 40,000 new registered users was created. By the end of the
promotion, more than 135,000 new users registered and 66% of
this new database was between 18 and 35 years old. The small initial
media investment was surpassed 10-fold by the value of
mainstream media coverage connected with the “EAT FOR FREE”
promotion.

READ MORE AT www.internationalistawards.com/digital_2009/Rodilla-gold.html
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GOLD WINNER: Travel Channel — KIDNAP
TravelChannel.com. Instead, the idea was to create the kind of
“mindless” social interaction everyone loves.
People love to show off, they love to connect, they love to banter,
they love to compete and they love to win — just give them the
outlet to do it… and seamlessly integrate with great travel channel
content.
Client: The Travel Channel
Entrant Company: RAPP New York

The Challenge: Travel Channel faced a number of critical
business challenges. As a TV network, they needed to gain brand
traction beyond key show properties. They had aspirations of
network-level brand engagement and were in the process of
building out a web platform to appeal to the travel enthusiast.
They did not, however, have big budgets, tools or strategies to
reach out to an audience on a brand level beyond limited
website and on-air promotion. In addition, they had an older
demographic and ambitions of greater youth penetration, plus
a desire to drive greater breadth of engagement across
multiple platforms (TV, Web, Mobile).
The key to achieving their goal would mean leveraging
people’s innate social nature and building an interface that
allowed the network to amplify this with the “side effect” of
driving brand engagement and traffic to TravelChannel.com.

Digital Strategy: To get the target audience to visit
TravelChannel.com, the goal was NOT talk about

The solution: Kidnap!SM, a Facebook application that challenges
users to “kidnap” their friends to their favorite hideout city using a
variety of methods such as “Eight Ball in the Sock” or “Faulty
Human Slingshot.” To escape from the hideout city and begin
kidnapping their own friends, kidnapped players must answer a
trivia question related to that city. Players earn points for
answering questions correctly, advance levels and gain access to
new methods when they successfully kidnap new friends.
Adherence to Facebook best practices was essential to the
application's success. Facebook users are fully aware of when they
are being marketed to and there is a fine line that brands must
walk in this space. For that reason, Kidnap! is an unbranded
experience upfront, with a connection to Travel Channel that is not
felt until the user is already engaged with the game. The
connection to Travel Channel is positive in the sense that the
Travel Channel site acts as a tool to help the user succeed in the
application.

The Results: Kidnap! became the #1 branded application on
Facebook and drove more traffic than Google, Yahoo, and MSN
combined. To-date, Kidnap has also become the #1 Travel
Application (beating Trip Advisor) and places within the top 30
applications on Facebook (out of 40,000 total).

READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Kidnap-gold.html

SILVER WINNER: Acuvue - Keep Yourself Hydrated
through your Mobile Phone
Client: Johnson & Johnson — Acuvue
Entrant Company: OMD India

Marketing Situation: Acuvue wanted to bring to life the proposition of “Open
your eyes to All Day comfort” by:
• Engaging the target group (18-29 year olds who are full time contact lens wearers
living in top 6 metros) by driving home product benefits
• Make daily-wear contact lens healthy & trendy.
• Induce trials of Acuvue Moist
Lens wearers acknowledge that long hours of lens usage hurt their eyes. And in this
era of 24/7 performance, this is a potential hindrance in their life. Without a
comfortable eye it is not possible to give maximum in life. Many in the target group
expressed how they often felt discomfort around 6.00 pm or after wearing contact lens
for the whole day.

A WAP site was created to enable mobile phone users to
• Register for a free trial and download the application.
• Users who have downloaded the app were informed to go for a
trial during the 6 PM alarm.

The Results: The campaign achieved all metrics in terms of visitors
to the WAP site, application downloads and trial requests. In fact, the
cost per trial was by far the lowest achieved to date by the brand.
READ MORE AT
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/
Acuvue-Silver.html

The Digital Idea is that as water is required for your body to stay healthy; it is also
required for eyes to stay moist.

Digital Strategy: Mobile was the appropriate medium for this due the
personalization factor and the reach it has in the Indian market today. There
are 420 million mobile subscribers with over 12 million added every month.
“Value content” has a much higher demand and retention with audiences,
especially among the health conscious.
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A personalized Mobile Application was created to analyze the water intake
required by the user, based on the person’s body weight, climatic conditions
and exercise pattern. Thereafter, it reminds the user to drink the optimum
number of glasses of water in a day.
The application will also keep a track of the number of glasses consumed and
at the end of the day, update the user.
www.internationalistmagazine.com 37

INNOVATIVE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
SILVER WINNER: Jaeger-LeCoultre “Tides of Time”
Client: Jaeger-LeCoultre
Entrant Company: Internationalist Herald Tribune (New York Times Media Group)

The Challenge: Luxury watchmaker Jaeger-LeCoultre was exploring options to showcase its range of
Master Compressor Diving watches, while also highlighting its global initiatives to raise awareness of environmental issues. Media partner, The International
Herald Tribune, identified an additional synergy with Unesco (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization). The IHT devised a threeparty partnership with Jaeger-LeCoultre and Unesco’s World Heritage Marine Program that formed an essential underpinning of Jaeger-LeCoultre's
multimedia communications strategy. The campaign, “Tides of Times,” was built around multiple endangered marine sites, selected by the IHT, to heighten
readers’ understanding of the Unesco World Heritage Marine Program. The sites were presented to readers in both print and digital formats, focusing on
video. The choice of sites was based on their proximity to Jaeger-LeCoultre’s key markets in Latin America, Asia and Europe. An innovative partnership was
established — all stakeholders committed to a three-year partnership — which encouraged close collaboration to ensure that the campaign objectives were
met via high-quality, consistent messaging. This pioneering level of interaction between client, media owner and third party is unusual and in this case,
nurtured a successful, flexible campaign where each party was able to continuously optimize it by imparting its expertise.

The Results: The campaign has illustrated how CSR projects can generate revenue which can be fed back into a central project. When JaegerLeCoultre decided to auction off two of its prestigious watches, and use the revenue to provide funding to one of Unesco's endangered marine sites, it
demonstrated the significant role CSR plays in the overall business strategy.

READ MORE AT
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Tides-Silver.html

SILVER WINNER: City of
Dreams — Live the Dream
Client: Melco
Crown – City of
Dreams
Entrant Company: PHD Hong Kong

SILVER WINNER: Brocade — DCX
Man
Client: Brocade
Entrant Company: Doremus San Francisco

The Challenge: The DCX Man campaign objectives were to create immediate
awareness and excitement for the launch of the Brocade DCX Backbone, while
continuing to reinforce Brocade’s role as an industry leader in the storage and data
center space.
The target audience’s life-long love of comic books provided the creative insight for a
superhero to the IT community — one that is authentically well-versed in unique
terminology, idiosyncrasies and identifiable elements that resonate with Brocade’s endusers.

Digital Strategy: The audience’s propensity to spend time online and use
the media for informing purchase decisions reinforced the concept of making
the campaign both viral and virtual in nature.
Fully animated DCX Man adventures provided custom content in the form of
animated new adventures and enabled the website to have timely episodic new
features that leveraged the site as an online distribution channel. The DCX
Man site became a richer user experience with more sticky and engaging
features like an online videogame, ringtones, buddy icons and coloring books
of episodes.
These tactics enabled Brocade to retain a freshness to the DCX Man campaign
and establish a reason for fans to periodically come back to the website.

The Results: The DCX Man’s adventures have captured the attention of IT
managers across the globe, providing them with a superhero who speaks their
language and responds to their unique problems.
READ MORE AT
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Brocade-Silver.html
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The Challenge: Macau, known as the Asian Las Vegas, is strategically
located to take up a significant share of casino revenue in Asia. City of
Dreams (COD) is the newest casino development with a remit to become
the “must experience” destination. Made up by a dream team of worldrenowned brands such as Crown, Hyatt, Hard Rock, DFS and Dragone,
the casino resort provides entertainment/leisure seekers an exceptional
entertainment and lifestyle experience from across Asia, particularly Hong
Kong, Macau and Southern China.
While Macau has transformed into a leading travel and leisure destination
in Asia, the global financial turmoil and the Visa restriction imposed by the
PRC government to limit Chinese citizens’ visit to Macau has struck the
city’s economy and the gaming/entertainment sector. A core market like
China represents over 50% of Macau visitors; however, any references in
advertising that directly relate to gambling are strictly prohibited.
As a result, the marketing challenge was to focus on the non-gaming
aspects of the property while generating consumer awareness among
target travelers aged 25-44.

Digital Strategy: The brand positioning of “Live The Dream —
you can be whoever you want” was the “aspirational release” at the
core of the campaign. Not only did it resonate with traveler’s
mindsets for visiting Macau, but it reflected COD’s uniquely
diversified experiences of Retail, state-of-the-art Entertainment,
Hotels, F&B and Lifestyle elements.
An online promotion for “Live The Dream” was created to invite
users to share their dreams with their personal networks and win
amazing experiential prizes. The prizes were essentially a
customized dream package of 4 types of aspirational personas
namely Pop Star, Celebrity, Royalty and Model fulfilled through
COD’s diversified entertainment and lifestyle offerings.

The Results: Over 34+ countries took part in the ”Live The Dream”
online promotion. City of Dreams attracted 1 million visitors in 27 days,
and now continues to attract an average of 37,000 visitors a day.
READ MORE AT
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/
CityofDreams-Silver.html

SILVER WINNER: Microsoft Windows
Mobile — Christmas
Illuminations in the Sky
Client: Microsoft Japan
Entrant Company: McCann Japan

The Challenge: The goal was to capture the fun,
innovation and great gadgetry of Touch! — the Microsoft
Windows touch screen program for mobile. The Japanese,
especially those under 30, are very sophisticated users of mobile
phones with extensive applications and functionality. To gain their attention, a
program needed to be spectacular, interactive and memorable, while also illustrating the tagline:
Touch! Windows Mobile: Touch It & You’ll Understand.

Digital Strategy: During the Christmas season, the Tokyo neighborhood of Roppongi
Hills with its city views is well known for its holiday illuminations. Windows Mobile
teamed with radio station, J-WAVE (81.3 FM) to present “Christmas illuminations in the
Sky.” Participants, through a Windows Mobile Touch Screen, could create an
illumination of their own through the “Touch the Illumination” promotion.
In fact, 200,000 people visited the Touch! Event to interact with J-WAVE artists,
experience the new touch technology, and witness a Christmas spectacular. By using
Windows Mobile, individuals could customize their own illumination by selecting
gender, color, name and then choosing a character to represent their image. The designs
were then immediately projected for all of Roppongi to see. The custom illuminations
could also be created in pairs for partners, causing the event to become a fun destination
for dating couples. (The event quickly became known as a romantic experience among
young Japanese.)

The Results: A new media idea was created by integrating the multiple mediums of mobile
phone, physical space and the Internet. As a result, the event was successful in attracting great
numbers of visitors to the Windows Mobile “Touch!” experience. It also created many forms of
engagement with the audience. For most visitors, the night view of Tokyo and the personal
illuminations created through “Touch the Illumination” contributed to their fond memories of
the Christmas season.
READ MORE AT
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Touch-Silver.html

SILVER WINNER: Nissan Leaf
Client: Nissan
Entrant Company: Critical Mass, Canada

The Challenge: The automotive landscape is
changing, and throughout the world there is a need for cars
that require less fuel, produce fewer emissions and are built using
environmentally-friendly manufacturing methods. The Nissan Leaf, scheduled for a
2010 launch in the US, Europe and Japan, is the first mass-marketed 100% electric car. In
anticipation of the Nissan Leaf launch in Yokohama, a website was to be created to 1.)
Introduce the car, 2.) Inform consumers of its benefits, 3.) Drive interaction to collect
sign-ups for more information, and 4.) Position Nissan as leader in electric transport
and zero emissions.

Digital Strategy: Consumers have numerous questions not only about these
cars, but how electric vehicles will change their lifestyle. Nissan needed to be
perceptive enough to answer questions that consumers didn’t even know how to ask
yet. The Leaf site offered robust information about the car, but was also a dynamic
Q&A environment. Twitter was used to power the questions through its various
communities, resulting in a tandem experience between the Leaf site and Twitter,
co-moderated by Nissan. In essence this was a controlled Twitter feed to and from a
corporate site — perhaps the first of its kind. Twitter also served as a collection
conduit, signing up followers with each question submitted.

The Results: Almost 4,000 questions have been asked and answered on the site.
Those answers were compiled and organized on the Leaf site so that the same information
could be spread to the masses and searched to add convenience for casual explorers.

SILVER WINNER: Philips
Vital Signs
Client: Philips
Entrant Company: CNN
International, London

The Challenge: Philips is typically
associated with consumer electronics, but
wanted to also boost their brand
positioning in the health and well-being
sector, where they serve both consumer
and professional markets through three
overlapping categories: healthcare, lighting
and consumer lifestyle. Philips wanted to
increase their brand association with the
following four key areas: 1.) Leading in innovation, 2.)
Understanding consumer’s needs, 3.) Healthcare and 4.) Health
and well-being.
Philips’ primary target combines senior business leaders, senior
government officials and opinion leaders who desire to be perceived
as experts, best in the class, and leaders of the pack. Content is key
for this audience as they actively seek information, and a digital
proposition would enable Philips to engage with the target audience
directly and provide in-depth, relevant information.

Digital Strategy: In line with Philips’ vision to build a
leading brand in health and wellbeing, CNN secured the
network’s resident medical expert and world renowned
practicing Neurosurgeon, Dr. Sanjay Gupta, to host ‘Vital
Signs’. The ‘Vital Signs’ website (www.cnn.com/vitalsigns)
was integral to the building of a digital community. In
addition to the high quality of the content, Vital Signs actively
engaged and encouraged the audience to contribute and
participate with the site, most notably through CNN’s iReport,
a user-generated content site. Plus, the inclusion of Dr.
Gupta’s Twitter feed within the site allowed users to pose
questions and to interact directly with him. This enabled Vital
Signs to move beyond providing users with information; it
actively engaged user viewpoints, opinions and contributions.
In addition to the micro-site, a dedicated WAP site was created
to view ‘Vital Signs’ videos and article content on mobile
handsets, along with other program information, iReport
functions, interactive quizzes and votes on health and medical
issues, and blog responses.

The Results: According to proprietary research commissioned
by CNN, a stunning majority of Vital Signs users believed that
Philips offered products that contribute to health and well-being
and saw the company as a leader in innovation. The launch of Vital
Signs was the largest ever website launch in CNN International’s
history, achieving nearly 2 million visits in the first 30 days of the
campaign. Through Vital Signs Dr. Gupta now has 858,275
followers, an increase of over 5500% in 5 months.
READ MORE AT
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/
Vital-Silver.html
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Nissan, through the Leaf site, was positioned as the authority of zero emissions transport,
and the first real player in the electric car marketplace.
READ MORE AT
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Nissan-Silver.html
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INNOVATIVE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
BRONZE WINNER: Accenture High
Performance Business Podcast Series
BRONZE WINNER: IWC
Aquatimer E-book

Client: Accenture
Entrant Company: Accenture

The Challenge: Accenture was looking for new and
innovative ways to increase the exposure of the company’s
thought leadership. Of particular importance was the
Accenture High Performance Business research initiative. This is a groundbreaking,
ongoing program to measure the key ingredients of high performance among those
organizations that consistently outperform their peers. These important findings were
being distributed in print form and as text on accenture.com.
The critical insight was that senior executives value podcasting as a medium, provided it
serves their information needs and it is produced in a professional manner.

Digital Strategy: However, before investing in a podcasting program,
Accenture conducted two rounds of one-on-one interviews and user testing with
C-level executives. This research demonstrated that although executives were not
intensive podcast subscribers, they were familiar with the medium and viewed it
as a potentially viable form of business communications. They also saw it as an
efficiency tool during commuting or travel time, and would prefer a video
component in addition to audio.
The Accenture High Performance Business Podcast Series was launched by
offering subscribers 15-20 minutes of audio summaries of research results.
Reflecting the high production values expected of Accenture and of the target
audience, the series featured a regular host and an accompanying video
presentation for online viewers or those using video-enabled MP3 players.

Client: IWC Schaffhausen
Entrant Company: IWC Schaffhausen

The Challenge: The new IWC custom e-book was created: 1. To
support the launch of the new Aquatimer collection and 2.) To engage
IWC in the digital arena to stay relevant for new and existing customers.
This is the first time that a luxury watch company would create an e-catalog
with such dramatic interactivity, while enabling a viewer to also explore the
inner workings of mechanical watches. www.iwc.com/aquatimer_eBook_en.

Digital Strategy: IWC’s new e-catalog has innovative and
unexpected discoveries at every turn and succeeds at bringing
pictures to life. While one diver’s watch automatically shows the
correct time and current date, others can be observed more
accurately with the magnifier function. Anyone who wishes to
descend deeper can test the fully functional chronograph feature,
and they can follow a detailed demonstration of the newly
developed mechanical depth gauge. The catalog can be presented in
various languages, sent to a friend, fully downloaded or used as an
integrated search for official agents.

The Results: The e-book has enabled IWC to go viral and touch new

The Results: Since launching the initial podcast series, a number of modifications
and best practice learnings have been made that resulted in SEVEN new podcast series.
The “scorecard” for measuring podcast effectiveness demonstrated:
• Exponential growth of subscriptions, hits and views of the podcast series.
• A dramatic uptake in the requests for the feed and views of the feed material.
• Jumps in views of the podcast from the web page
• Increases in time spent in the podcast section of accenture.com
• More downloads.

customers. The opportunity to customize the e-book for retailers
provides another level of support to our partners by generating more
traffic to their stores. It’s also an innovative tool to share with customers.
It has created a buzz about new products; the sharing aspect of a digital
medium creates a wider outreach the usual watch catalog.

READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/
digital_2009/Bronze-iwc.html

READ MORE AT
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/Bronze-accenture.html

BRONZE WINNER: Citroën
Client: Citroën Brazil
Entrant Company: Mediacontacts, Brazil

The Challenge: When the economic crisis hit Brazil, the government
launched an incentive campaign that increased credit access and decreased
taxes, particularly for 1.000 cylinders, also known as popular cars, or 1.0. The
effect on cars prices was immediate — sales got back on track.
However, the Hatchback M1 category growth in the first 8 months of the year
totaled 1.5%, lower than the industry average. Within the category there are 19
players. In this environment, Citroën’s C4 Hatch was to be launched.
According to New Car Buyer research, technology, differentiated style and
innovation were the most highly valued attributes by consumers —
regardless which car brand they purchased. Of the consumers that bought
Citroën, 84% declared that test-drives had a high influence on their purchase.
In addition, 83% of consumers underscored that the “pleasure of driving”
was a key attribute — and one that was higher or Citroën than any other
brand. As a result, the objective was to encourage people to experience the
product.

Digital Strategy: Citroën, with a limited budget, had to stand out
in an impactful way. Innovation and interactivity are key in reaching
the Brazilian market. A 3-D robot of the C4 Hatch was created as the
main character of the campaign. The robot dances in the parking lot
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and transforms into a car, yet a user
can customize the C4 Hatch robot
with a photo or pre-selected dances.
After each robotic dance, the user may
send the performance video to friends,
who were also invited to fill out a testdrive booking form.
Broad-ranging interactivity was used
to get the product closer to its consumer and generate interest in
visiting the dealership. 2D codes in magazines allowed interaction
with product information and facilitated test drive bookings through
mobile links. Social media strategies were employed, and blogs and
consumer generated content media were monitored for comments.

The Results: The campaign results were outstanding. In only 4
months after its launch, C4 was amongst the top 5 models on its category
(represented by 19 players), with a market share of over 10%.

READ MORE AT
www.internationalist-awards.com/digital_2009/
Bronze-citroen.html

BRONZE WINNER: Siemens
Answers Campaign

BRONZE WINNER: Sony
Ericsson — Sonic Xperience

Client: Siemens Limited India
Entrant Company: RK SWAMY Media
Direction Mumbai

Client: Sony Ericsson
Entrant Company: Sony Pictures Television Latin America

The Challenge: Siemens, Europe’s largest engineering conglomerate, has

The Challenge: Sony Ericsson is a brand that is well perceived in

been inventing more innovative and efficient products in the areas of: Industry,
Energy, Healthcare and Consumer Products. Not all audiences across the
world are fully aware of the company’s groundbreaking initiatives. The
“Answers” campaign is a global initiative to build awareness and encourage
engagement among the target group. Siemens Core Communication is: “We
have the answers to the World’s toughest questions. This is our tradition. Since
1847.” The Siemens Answers campaign had three objectives: 1. Awareness, 2.
Engagement and 3. Participation.

Latin America as being of high quality and worth the purchase price. The
goal was to continually reinforce these favorable brand principles in its
phone category though showcasing music and imaging.

Digital Strategy: PART 1: The goal was to seamlessly integrate
Sony Ericsson into Sonic Xperience, a multiplatform program
featuring an online music community that showcased
undiscovered musicians. Aspiring musicians were invited to
upload their original songs and profiles on
www.sonicxpereience.com.
The winning band had an Anime Music Video (AMV) produced for
their song, and the campaign was then taken to the next level.

Digital Strategy: The “Siemens Answers” campaign was targeted at
some of the most popular Indian and International Portals.
Engagement @ Yahoo Answers: Yahoo Answers India is a Q&A forum
where audiences interact with each other on various topics. Siemens
sponsored the “Answers Environment Home Page” and asked 4
questions in the forum. Awareness @ NDTV Advertorial Page: On
World Environment Day, Siemens Home Page banners provoked a “Call
To Action,” which led users to a Siemens Advertorial Page. This
featured articles on the environment with Siemens’ endeavors to
provide answers. Innovation @ Financial Express: Financial Express is
one of the leading financial info portals in India. To make a huge
impact on this key target, all four sides of the portal were wrapped by
Siemens communications.

PART 2: Sonic Xperience will now give registered users a chance to
be part of a unique experience via Sony Entertainment Television’s
original production, “Sesiones con Alejandro Franco.” It will offer
two winning bands — (one from Latin America and one from
Brazil) — the opportunity to be featured on a 30 minute “Sesiones”
special. Sony Ericsson will have the right for brand presence
throughout the special. Plus, Sonic Xperience will also offer a
viewer the chance to join the band and document the journey
through the Geo Targeting feature of the Sony Ericsson phone.

The Results: The Siemens Answers Campaign has generated 130 Million

Bands may also encourage their fans to support participation
among the online community. Sony Ericsson will reward the top
loyal users with prizes of Sony Ericsson phones.
The final showcase will be available to Sony Ericsson for
distribution online, while they also receive signage at the
“Sesiones” concert site and licensing rights to “Sesiones” images
and concerts for one year.

Impressions among its target audience and with statistics like 4+ minutes
spent on the Siemens Microsite, the campaign accomplished its objectives of
engagement and awareness via innovative online programs—right for India.

READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/
digital_2009/Bronze-siemens.html

The Results: Getting closer to enthusiast music fans through the
sound and visual capabilities of the Sony Ericsson mobile phone only
strengthens this brand among an important target.

Client: Pitney Bowes
Entrant Company: GyroHSR, Cincinnati Ohio

READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/
digital_2009/Bronze-sony.html

BRONZE WINNER: Pitney Bowes

The Challenge: Pitney Bowes had been typecast as a postage metering company,
despite having acquired more than 70 companies over the past eight years. Through
these acquisitions, Pitney Bowes expanded its capabilities well outside the mailroom
to offer relationship marketing, channel marketing, location intelligence, predictive
analytics, operational intelligence and document management. Unfortunately, Pitney
Bowes' target audience wasn't aware of the extent of the company's capabilities. As a
result, it was difficult for Pitney Bowes to communicate its new products and services
to potential customers because many ignored any marketing materials from Pitney
Bowes because they assumed it applied only to metering mail.

READ MORE AT www.internationalist-awards.com/
digital_2009/Bronze-pitneybowes.html

Digital Strategy: At the heart of the campaign was the Connection Center
(www.pbconnect.com), an online resource center that explains the value
Pitney Bowes brings to various market segments. The Connection Center
creates a unique experience for each individual segment with relevant
information that illustrates how Pitney Bowes' capabilities can be applied to
specific business challenges. For example, IT professionals who access the
site via online ads or unique URLs included on print ads are welcomed with
information specific to Pitney Bowes' technology solutions in the form of
white papers, case studies, testimonials and other collateral. Both online and
prints ads served as the main vehicle to drive the target audience to the
Connection Center site. Creative concepts were developed to gain the
attention of those who wouldn't automatically assume a Pitney Bowes
message was directed at them. This tactic was key to overcoming the
“awareness gap” hurdle.
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The Results: Early results indicate increased overall awareness of Pitney Bowes'
capabilities, strong portal site traffic and higher-than-average banner ad clickthrough rates.
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IAA NY SHOWCASES INSIGHTS FROM THOMSON
REUTERS
IAA veteran member, Taylor Gray, in his year-old role as the
Global Head of Brand at Thomson Reuters, shared his
marketing insights with the IAA-NY Chapter a part of the
group’s monthly luncheon series. He outlined how the world’s
leading source of business and professional information
transformed itself with a new identity for the 21st century.
All photo identifications from left:
1 Judy Russo, Strategy + Business and Michael Weatherall,
MWA International Media Sales
2 Willy Morgan, THINK360 and Paul Rossi, The Economist.
3 Taylor Gray, Tim Mickelborough and Eileen Lynch — all
Thomson Reuters.
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GERMANY’S DLD CONFERENCE FINDS A HOME
IN MANHATTAN
DLD (Digital - Life - Design) is a conference about digital innovation
that attracts the world’s creative minds in the fields of digital, media,
design, art, science, brands, consumers and society. Originally
produced in Munich by Hubert Burda Media, the DLD community
meets in various ways around the globe, such as DLD Dinners and
Events in Palo Alto, London, Tel Aviv, Moscow and New York—
where the historic Monkey Bar played host to a recent gathering.
All photo identifications from left:
1 Stephanie Czerny, co-Founder of DLD Conference and Andreas
Schilling, Hubert Burda Media.
2 Salvatore Zammuto, Burda Community Network.
3 Hubert Burda, Hubert Burda Media and Jessica Banks,
RockPaperRobot.
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IAA’S DIGITAL DOWNLOAD SERIES IN TOKYO
The International Advertising Association’s Digital Download- Behind the Headline series continued its
world tour with stops in Tokyo, Seoul and Beijing this fall. Sponsored worldwide by Microsoft with
additional support from EuroNews and The Internationalist, the invitation-only event collaborate with
IAA chapters around the globe to create local forums to better understand today’s digital issues—
ranging from competition to innovation and from privacy to transparency.
All photo identifications from left:
1 Panelists: Kunio Hara, Microsoft; David Wood, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher; Rob Norman, Group M: Ben
Edelman, Harvard Business School and Masataka Hosogane, Dentsu.
2 Kunio Hara, Microsoft Advertising Japan.
3 Takayuki Shimizu, IAA Japan Chapter and Shuzo Ishikawa, retired IAA Board member.
4 Makoto Kamijo, Senden Kaigi; Hidehisa Yasuda and Yurie Hortia Blom — both Impress.
5 George Tanaka and Takafumi Hotta, Dentsu Young & Rubicam.
6 Ben Edelman, Harvard Business School Assistant Professor of Business Administration discussing
data collection issues.
7 Nukiko Ogasawara, Japan Times and Kate O’Sullivan, Microsoft.
8 Rob Norman, Group M.
9 David Wood, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher and Frank Ferrer, MFM Group.
10 Michael Lee, IAA Worldwide.
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MIAMI’S VERSAILLES BREAKFAST CLUB GAINS MOMENTUM
Whether it’s the Cuban coffee or the quality of the breakfast speaker, Miami’s Versailles Breakfast Club is
appealing to the marketing and business community with interests in both South Florida and Latin
America. Started by Bob Oliva of the Godoy Oliva Group and Dan Austin or ReMARKETING, the monthly
gathering at the famous Calle Ocho spot in Little Havana is growing — both in attendance and
importance. Alberto Ibarguen, CEO Knight Foundation, talked about the future of media through the world.
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All photo identifications from left:
1 Bob Oliva, Godoy Oliva Group: Dean Klevan, Coral Gables Trust; and Seth Gordon, Gordon Diaz-Balart.
2 Jorge Uribe, Sothebys and Marcelo Salup, DCG Solutions.
3 Richard Bobboni and Mark Dean of Bacardi.
4 Evros Psiloyenis and Martin Cerda of Encuesta.
5 Patricia San Pedro, Positively Pat and Roland Janisse .
6 Rob Hendricks, Condo.com; Mauro Ponce, Miami Herald and Peter Laird, Laird Creative.
7 Tracy Kramer, MasterCard Advisors.
8 Roberto Saco, Aporia.
9 Dan Austin, ReMARKETING; Roland Janisse and Edmundo Llopis, Sentaire.
10 Martin Cerda, Encuesta, Manuel Maldonado. General Motors.
11 Edmundo Llopis, Sentaire Partners and Ernest Ortiz, PackToy.
12 Deborah Malone, The Internationalist and Ian McCluskey. TLi.
13 Arquimedes Trujillo, Conceptual Advertising & Publishing, and Alberto Ibarguen, CEO of the Knight
Foundation and breakfast speaker.

Contact our team: Conover Brown, Melissa Worrell, Natalya Meytin, Jeannie Ng, Shirley Wai
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2010: Five Cities Licking the Envelope
The 2010 Hub Culture Zeitgeist Ranking is right around
the corner, and this year's preview is keyword:
adventure. Here are five spots on the radar.
1. Tel Aviv
The buzz is back in Tel Aviv, and the city is letting its hair down more than ever. The
economy is bright and Tel Aviv just seems to be on people’s minds. You know how there are
years where “everyone” seems to be going “there”? This year, Tel Aviv is there.

2. Rio de Janeiro
Still on a high from its Olympic win, and featuring a new improved crime rate and a
never-ending supply of acai and short shorts, Rio is rocking. Right now a lot of attention has
shifted to South America, and Rio remains the perfect party town in a country well known
for its parties. Good vibes and a cocky spirit have Rio riding higher than ever.

3. Vancouver
After all the Olympic hooplah dies down, Vancouver looks set for a post-conjugal glow
amid the realization that everyone has just enjoyed Vancouver’s moment in the sun.
Clean and beautiful with a big backyard, this city is more than an outdoor
enthusiast mecca — its also a Pacific melting pot and Canada's most diverse city.
A 2008 entrant on the Zeitgeist Ranking, there is still plenty to find up here.

Similar to the 2009 Lemonade Havens
(featuring safety spots in the crisis) this
preview seeks to highlight some key
trends for 2010. While they are not the
biggest or most obvious, they do represent

4. Amsterdam
There’s a lot happening in Amsterdam. From the burgeoning Web 2.0 scene to a real
growth in diversity, the city is very different now than it was even a few years ago.
Amsterdam is pedaling its way to green futures and finding ways to innovate in services,
advertising and consumer goods that are leaving an impression on the rest of Europe.
Amsterdam is fun and laid back, and feels a bit more clean and responsible
than it may have before.

a mood. One feeling this year is of
cautious adventure — coming out of our
shells again, and finding places to visit

5. Hanoi
Had a look at Vietnam lately? The Vietnamese are the second largest population in Asia,
and the country is one of the few left with a boom. From spas to beach resorts, the country is

that have a bit of flavor — but on a tighter
budget than ever. While they don’t push
the envelope, these cities do lick it — on

zipping its way to growth faster than a 10 year old on a Kawasaki, helping Hanoi mature into
a chic destination. Now is a good time to visit and to catch the last moments of the city’s
sheltered, stately personality. 2010 is also the city’s 100 year anniversary, meaning the year
will be filled with celebrations and adventures for the traveller.

price, adventure, and diversity — at a
level of exertion that feels just right
for the now..

Stan Stalnaker is the founder and creative director of Hub Culture Ltd., a movement with a suite of
activities focused on content development, private social networks and global experiences. He can
be contacted at stan.stalnaker@hubculture.com.
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Where West & East meet:
thechinabusinessnetwork.com
International professionals join our network for authoritative
and useful content, business development tools that work,
and a worldwide online and offline community of
China business expertise.

To reach everyone in our China focused media & networking platform,
contact partners@thechinabusinessnetwork.com.
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